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PREFACE 

Ughting tokes o very significant part of the energy used in buildings. In 
Adelaide (South Australia) office buildings this is as much as 35%, whilst In 
London (where the heating requirement is much greater) it is still over 
23%. If we want to practise and creole Passive and Low Energy 
Architecture. the 'passive' lighting. ie doylighting gives the second 
largest opportunity (after HVAC: heating, ventilating, air conditioning) 
for energy conservation. 

It has been observed that in warm climate buildings, especially schools. 
the concern for reducing solar heat gain leads to the overdeslgn of 
shading devices. In o classroom with 60% glazing of its tong watts often 
there Is no view other than the inside of the shading device. 
consequently there IS no doyllghting to speak of. so electric lights are on 
all day. The reason for this is that many architects do not know how to 
design o device which does the job, but not more, which is just right. 
They want to 'be on the sole side' and overdesign the shading. 
completely forgetting about doytlghting. 

Good dayllghting In a building will not just happen. It has to be carefully 
designed. And this design is not just the sizing of windows. Daylighting 
considerations must be included in the earliest architectural decision
making process. concerning issues such os building massing. orientation 
or depth-to-height ratios. 

This is why after three Notes on thermal Issues. the present Note 4 is 
devoted to doylighting. 

The Note has two aims: 
1. to provide an understanding of the physical facts involved: the sun 

as o light source. the sky as o luminaire and fenestration os the 
tacilitotort controner of the light - at the conceptual level, whict> 
should Influence the early architectural decisions 

2. to give a working method for the detail deSign of fenestration, 
Including sizing. to ensure the adequate provision of daylight. 

As glozing is an essential element of daylighting. the plan is to have the 
next Note (Note 5) devoted to Gloss, comfort and energy. II is at this 
level that lighting, thermal and energy issues converge. 

The Editor would be grateful for any comments. observations or 
suggestions. As this IS not o commercial publishing venture. we ~ould 
like you. the reader. to become part of the process of producing these 
Notes. It is not a money-making exercise, we consider It as a service to 
the profession, to students and to the 'cause' of passive and tow energy 
architecture. Please send such communications to the address below, 
where these Notes con also be ordered. 

Steven V. Szokoloy 
series editor 

P 0 Box 851 Kenmore 4069 Australia 
fox: 61 7 33781051 or 
e-mail : s.szokolay@mailbox.uq.edu.au March 1998 
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DAYLIGHTING 

INTRODUCTION 

lighting Is one of tho most Important requirements of Interiors, as the 
vislblllly of the environment Is on essential condition of our activities. 
There ore two poSSibilities to meet the demands - with daylight or with 
electric lighting- the two options ore not equivalent. 

Electric lighting of Interiors con be designed tor o set quantity and 
quokty, but doytrghting otters the tolowlng advantages: 

• The quo~ty of doy~ght Is betler. (in sprte of the tact. that it is 
continuously chong•ng), as human vislon developed under natural 
lght1ng 

• Its quontrty o1rows higher iluminonce levels than what IS proctrcoble 
wrth oloctrrc lightrng. at teost during daytrme, tor o considerable port 
of the year Wo may enjoy on illuminance of 1000 lux or forger in 
rooms whore the Illuminance by electric lighting would be only 200-
300tux. 

• Doy11ghllng Is provided by renewable energy: doyllghting Is the most 
obvious and frlendllost use of solar and sky rodtollon. 

• The luminous efficacy of daylight is very good. only the best electric 
light sources con compete with it. 

• Well designed doyllghling con meet the required Illuminance in 80-
90% of thO doy1rght hours, so it allows the saving of o considerable 
port of the energy that woutd otherwise be consumed by orllficiol 
tighflng. 

• Doytighflng IS more than just Ughting, ie making tho environmen• 
vis•ble. It ensures o connection wrth the external envrronment, 
external rodrolion and sky conditions. thus rt sotisfros o psychological 
need. 

• The continuous chongrng of the quantity of doytighhng (provided 
that It Is not too severe) Is favourable as It has o stimulating effect. 

• Adequate or generous provision of doyllghtlng of o dwelling may 
Increase tho market value of that dwelling. 

There ore consultants ovolloble for etectrtc lighting design, but the 
design of doyllghting Is usually the task of architects. Designing of 
doytightlng needs o considerable expertise. The present note Intends to 
Introduce tho reader to tho essential characteriStics of doyllghtrng and 
the factors to be consrdered in doylrghting desrgn: 

• the sources and features of noturoltrght 
• drfferent openings and !herr choroctenstrcs 
• the chorocterrstrcs of doytrghtrng produced by drtterent openrngs 
• the connection between external condrtrons and Internal lighting 
• how lighting requirements may be met 
• o method of desrgn tor the most common cases. 
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OAYLIGHTING 

Symbols and abbreviations 
a width of room (m) 
A relative area of the window (%) 
ARw required relative area of the window (%) 
AL T solar altitude angle (0

) 

AZI azimuth angle (0
) 

b depth of room (m) 
d length of the light's path through the opening (m) 
DF daylight factor (%) 
Dfav average value of daylight factor on the work plane (%) 
DFm1n minimum daylight factor on the work plane (%) 
Dfp daylight factor at point P (%) 
DFR required average daylight factor on the working plane (%) 
DFRmln required minimum daylight factor on the working plane (%) 
Ee illuminance from the sky on a horizontal unobstructed surface (lx) 
Eeo design external illuminance (lx) 
ER required average illuminance on the work plane {lx) 
E5 illuminance from the sun on a horizontal unobstructed surface (lx) 

F area of opening through which the light penetrates to interior (m2
) 

h headroom (m) 
INC angle of incidence of light beam (0

) 

K luminous efficacy (lm!W) 
L luminance (cd/m2

) 

Lz luminance of the zenith (cd/m2
) 

Le luminance of sky ate angle above horizon (cd/m2
) 

m height of opening (m) 
p width of window or toplight (m) 
q height of window or length of toplight (m) 
r height of working plane above the floor (m) 
SwR required area of window (m2

) 

SrR required area of toplight (m2
) 

t length of time during a day or a point in time (h) 
T length of time during a year (h/year) 
T c correlated colour temperature (°K) 
ZEN zenith angle {angular zenith distance) of the sun {0

) 

o. (alpha) 
y (gamma) 
o (delta) 
E (epsilon) 
8 {theta) 
Tlo (eta) 
K (kappa) 
A. (lambda) 
p (rho) 

Pc 
Pr 
Pg 
Po 
Ptw 
Pw 
1: (tau) 
'tdlfl 

<1> (phi) 

<l>e 

<l>ext 

<l>Jnt 
ljl (psi) 

orientation or azimuth angle of a point of sky 
horizontal angle of obstruction 
slope of opening 
vertical angle of obstruction 
altitude angle above horizon 
efficiency of the opening 
angular distance of a point from the sun 
wavelength 
reflectance 
reflectance of ceiling 
average reflectance of f loor 
reflectance of ground 
average reflectance of obstruction 
reflectance of toplight's wall 
average reflectance of walls 
transmittance for parallel light 
transmittance for diffused light 
luminous flux 
radiant energy flux 
luminous flux incident on transparent surface of the opening 
luminous flux entering the interior through an opening 
uniformity of illuminance on the work plane 
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(D) 
(D) 
(0) 
{0) 
(0) 
(-) 
(0) 

(nm) 
(-) 
(-) 
(-) 
(-) 
(-) 
(-) 
(-) 
(-) 
(-) 

(lm) 
(W) 
(lm) 
(lm) 

(-) 



DAYLIGHTING 

LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS 

The goal of hghling Is to produce on adequate viSual onvirorvnent. An 
envuonment Is adequate it II ensures visual comfort and If II serves the 
1/lSuol tasks required by the function of the room. VISUal comfort is a 
condtllon of mtnd expressing satiSfaction wtth the visual environment. 

An Interior space meets these requirements If Its ports con be seen wen 
without any dlftlculty and the given visual tasks con be performed 
withOut strain. Visual comfort may be ensured to dltrerent degrees and 
at difterent levels. Visual comfort is a function of the whole visible 
environment. Together with thermal and acoustic comfort, visual 
comfort Is a contributor to the overall comfort sensation. 

Serving the visual task required by the room's function means that 
Ughflng makes lhe deto1is of the reference plane V!Slble correctly, quickly 
and free from diSComfort This requuement normoly relates to a 
horizontal work plane. to o wei deftned gtven port of the environment. 

Ughttng has to provide general visual comfort at au limes, and 
oddihonol requuements beyond thiS may hove to bo met for specifically 
defined functions. 

The following characteristics ore generally specified for providing 
suitable visual environment In everyday practice: 
• overage Illuminance on the working plane 
• uniformity of Illuminance on the working plano 
• luminance ratios wilhln the room 
• tho allowable level of glare 
• the dlrectton of light and the effect of shadows 
• cOlour temperatura and 
• cOlour rendering quohties of the light. 
The levet or quonllty of tho above depend on the requirements defined 
by the room·s functtons. 

The quoshon 'How for con the requirements of lighlmg be mel with 
natural ll(}htmg?' con be answered only wtth full knowledge of the 
natural light source and the circumstances determining the changes of 
noturolllghllng. 

2 SOURCES OF NATURAL LIGHT 

As various lamps ore the sources of ltght In electric llghllng, so the sun Is 
the source In doyllghtlng. Its light arrives into I he tntorior space directly or 
induectly, scollorod tn the atmosphere and reflected by surfaces In the 
natural or orttflclol onvuonment. 

As a lumlnolre lillers and dtStnbutes the light emtfted by the electric lamp 
wtth1n 11. so tho lumno,re of doytighling iS the exte11or space which lets 
the sun·s lght Into the interior space by tronsmlthng, scottenng or 
reflechng 11 This tncludes the sky, as well os tho natural and man-mode 
external enwonmonls, on ports of the enwonment the room con ·see'. 
Consequently the sun. the sky, the surface of the earth, plants, other 
buildings may all serve as ports of the 'noturollumlnolre•. The function of 
these elements In doyllghting may vary widely from time to time and 
from ono case to anal her. 
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OAYLIGHTING 

In one extreme case there is no obstruction in front of the opening, and 
daylighting comes from the sun, the sky and the ground. Another 
extreme case is a built up area, where the sky and the ground may not 
be seen from the room, so daylight is a result of light reflected from the 
buildings standing opposite. 

The sun, the sky, natural obstructions (plants, the terrain) and artificial 
obstructions (buildings, constructions) contribute to a varying degree to 
the natural lighting of interiors. This degree keeps changing partly due to 
the sun's movement and changes of cloud, and partly because the 
plants' foliage and the ground's reflection change with the seasons (eg 
due to snow cover) . 

Daylighting is based on solar radiation, which reaches the outer limits of 
earth's atmosphere in amounts that slightly change seasonally 
according to the sun-earth distance. The average value of 
extraterrestrial solar irradiance (the 'solar constant') is 1353 W /m2, and 
the correlated colour temperature of the light is 5760°K. At the earth's 
surface this change is much more dramatic 

The sun, as the light-source determines the essential characteristics of 
the available natural light, the length of the days and Its seasonal 
changes, as well as the character of changes during the day. These 
characteristics are dependent on the earth's movement and the angle 
of the earth's axis. Because of these, the characteristics of the natural 
light-source depend also on geographical location. 

The total irradiance at the earth's surface is irrelevant from the point of 
view of daylighting, as only a part of it is at visible wavelengths. What is 
relevant is that part of the irradiance (the total solar flux) which is in the 
visible range of the spectrum. It Is illuminance on an unobstructed 
horizontal surface that can be used to measure the quantity of 
available natural light. 

2.1 Characteristics of sunlight 

Direct solar radiation may reach the earth's surface, but part of it is 
absorbed passing through the atmosphere and it may be obstructed by 
clouds. 
Direct sunlight is characterised by 
• its continually changing direction, 
• its probability of occurrence, 
• the illuminance (the luminous flux incident on a unit surface) it 

creates on an unobstructed horizontal surface, 
• its correlated colour temperature Tc (the temperature of a black 

body, at which the spectral distribution of its radiation is nearly the 
same as that of the given light) and 

• its luminous efficacy (K),(with an electric lamp this is the ratio of the 
luminous flux it produces to the rated electrical input, here it is the 
ratio of (visible) luminous flux to the total energy flux) in both cases 
iumen/W 

The direction of the sun's radiation may be characterised by the angles 
of solar azimuth (AZI) and altitude (ALT). The variations of these angles 
are depicted by sun-path curves on a sun-path diagram. Each sun
path curve refers to two days of the year (except the shortest and the 
longest day). 
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DAYUGHTING 

Such diagrams ore valid tar one particular geographical latitude. 
For a more detailed discussion see PLEA Note l : Solar geometry. 

\ 

N~ 
I 

8 . Seplember 
270"~~h.j~.,.N-~-I--Hf++-H+-~~q_.,J.£->,j- go• 

8. October - 7. March 

5. November -"V": 

I 

180' 

\ 

, ...... 22. Oeoember 
lhe shortest csoy 

. ' ... 

Fig.2.2 Sunpath diagram (for latitude 48' , the Northern hemisphere,) 

The probability of sunshine duration is the function of the clouds to be 
expected, and if also depends on the geographical location. It may be 
well characterised by sunshine duration expected at 50% probability. 
This is the so- called probable value of sunshine. The 50% probability of 
sunShine In each hour con be represented on a sunpath diagram, 
which gives a good indication of sunshine during the year (Fig.2.3). 
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expected length of sunshlnP;_. 

is 0.7 h In this 

one hour interval 

N 

s 

----June 

A.---- May 

February 

Fig.2.3 Expected duration of sunshine (for Budapest, Hungary, -latitude 48·, 
Northern hemisphere) 

The values of illuminance created by the sun on an unobstructed 
horizontal surface (Es) may vary between 0 and approx. 1 00 000 lux, 

depending mainly on solar a ltitude and cloud cover. The probable 
values of Es during the year can well be illustrated by an isopleth 

diagram. Its curves show the points of time when Es exceeds certain 

values at 50% probability. (These curves can be read in a way similar to 
level contour lines on a map). The area inside each contour shows the 
period of the year in which external Illuminance from the sun (Es) Is 

greater than the value indicated by that contour. 
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Fig.2.4 Points of time when solar illuminance (Es) exceeds the values 
indicated. (example for Hungary,- latitude 48", northern hemisphere) 
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DAYLIGHTING 

The correlated colour temperature (T c) of direct sunlight is about 3000°K 
when the sun is near the horizon, and about 5800°K when it is near the 
zenith. The luminous efficacy (K) of sunlight depends on the solar 
altitude. Its value starts at zero at the horizon, and it uniformly increases 
until ALT = 20°. Over this angle its value is some l051m/ W. 

The use of direct sunlight for natural lighting is limited by the following 
circumstances: Sunshine may only be expected in part of the period 
between sunrise and sunset, because of obstruction by clouds. For 
example in Europe this fraction is between 20 and 70o/o of that possible. 
Because of the continuous movement of the sun, insolation of an interior 
depends on the relative position of the sun and the opening. For 
example, in a given location, during a 14-hour clear day the period of 
insolation is 
• 12 hours, through a window oriented to the equator, 
• 7 hours, through a window oriented east or west, 
• 2 hours, through a window of polar orientation, 
• 14 hours, through a horizontal opening. 

Direct sunlight illuminates only a part of the room in any case. There is a 
sharp dividing line between the sunlit part and the rest of the room. The 
sunlit area is highly illuminated in contrast to the rest of the room. For this 
reason, the illuminance of the interior is very irregular and the large 
luminance contrast may cause glare. 

If the sun is visible from the room and it is in the field of view of 
occupants, it causes severe glare. Because of the undesirable effects of 
direct sunlight on the visual environment, direct sunlight is acceptable 
only in a few cases. At places of work. where the use of the room is 
defined, direct sun penetration Is to be avoided during working hours. If 
the use of the room is undefined, eg in a corridor or a living-room, 
insolation may be allowed from time to time, or permanently. Thus the 
use of direct sunlight tor the natural lighting of interior spaces is rather 
limited. In most cases we have to provide protection against the 
discomfort effects of direct sunlight. 

2.2 Characteristics of diffuse sky light 

The atmosphere of the earth Is comparable to a hemisphere of a more 
or less translucent material which is transilluminated by nearly parallel 
beams of sunlight. The central point of this hemisphere is always the 
point considered in the room which it illuminates. Considering that the 
dimension of the atmosphere is much greater than the dimension of a 
room, any point of the room may be considered the centre of the 
hemisphere. The transparency of every element of the surface of the 
hemisphere changes continuously. 

One extreme possible sky condition is a totally clear, cloudless sky. This 
corresponds to a transparent hemisphere that disperses light only to a 
small degree (this scatter causes the sky to appear to be blue; without it 
it would be black). Another extreme possible sky condition is a uniformly 
overc ast sky which corresponds to a translucent hemisphere that 
disperses light to the highest degree. All other sky conditions may be 
regarded as transitional between these two extremes. Either the cloud 
cover gets thinner and thinner, or parts of the sky are clear and other 
parts are overcast. Fog is another condition of the sky, when the clouds 
extend to the ground. 
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DAYLIGHTING 

While sunshine passes through the atmosphere 
• it is scattered by gases, water vapour and particulates and 
• its spectral composition changes. 

These effects depend very much on the condition of the sky. If the sky is 
absolutely clear, scattering is relatively small, the quality of light strongly 
differs from that of the sun, the sky appears as blue. If the sky is overcast, 
scattering Is very strong, the quality of light is only slightly different from 
that of the sun: colder. The term 'grey sky' describes this condition. 

:: ., :. : 
~·:::I 
. ···' . ••. I .... 

.: £ ::· I 
.' ,-:: I .. ... .. 

extra terrestrial radiation 

/ the effects of the atmosphere 

I····~ radiation on the surface 

-:::·>. of the Earth 
, ......... ~ :::·.~: ~.: 
I \ . ··· . 
I .._ ; 
I ···' 
I 

).(nm] 
380 visible radiation 780 

Fig.2.5 The effect of the atmosphere on radiation 

The luminous flux (<I>) (the part of radiation that produces a visual 
sensation) reaching the earth's surface from the sky depends very much 
on the solar altitude and on sky conditions. Changes of the atmosphere 
are depicted by meteorological-statistics. Characteristics of diffuse 
(sky-) light change accordingly. The amount of natural light available at 
a given place, at a given time of the year changes from year to year. 
Consequently, it can only be characterised by a probability value. 

maximum values 
level of reliability: ..., 0 % 

minimum values 
level of reliability: "'100% 

0.00 day-time 24.00 

Fig.2.6 Changes of luminous flux from the sky on a certain day of the year, 
over many years (normal distribution curve superimposed) 

frequency of 
measured values 

density function 

This may be one of the extreme values or that with a 50% probability, 
referred to as the expected value. These are lighting-meteorological 
characteristics. The sky as a luminaire can be described by 
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Fig.2.7 
Luminance distribution or a 
uniformly overcast sky 

L s L I+ 2sin8 
0 ' 3 

Fig.2.8 
Luminance distribution of 
a foggy sky 

L6 -constant 

Fig.2.9 
Luminance distribution or 
a clear sky 

DAYLIGHTING 

• Its luminance distribution or 
• the illuminance created on on unobstructed horizontal plane 
• the length or time during which daylight may be used 
• by the colour temperature of light (Tc)ond 
• the luminous efficacy of the light (K) 

From the point-of-view of quality the sky may be characterised by its 
luminance distribution. This con be the basis or calculating Its effect 
inside a room. 

.. , 

-032 
l - e - .-· - (0.91 +JOe-l< + 0.45cos2 K) 

L • L sm8 
6 

' 0274(0.91 + !Oe-3Zlill/ + 0.45cos2 ZEN) 
where lz is the luminance at the zenith, e is the altitude angle of the 
point considered above the horizon, " is the angular distance of this 
point from the sun and ZEN is the sun's zenith angle 
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DAYLIGHTING 

There are however two problems with this manner of characterisation. 
On the one hand, there are innumerable possible distributions and only 
three of them can be described by a mathematical formula; on the 
other hand, the values of luminance are statistical variables, so its values 
with a given probability may be a result of measurements over several 
years. Such a collection of data has only been started at a few 
locations. These automatic sky scanners collect data of 145 elements of 
the sky every few minutes. 

Despite these problems, this manner of characterisation is very 
important, as it enables us to define two extreme and an intermediate 
sky condition as illustrated by the above three diagrams (Figs.2. 7, 8 and 
9) 

These functions give only ratios, not absolute values. They show that 
• the zenith is three times brighter than the horizon if the sKy is 

overcast, but constant in azimuth 
• the brightness of the sky is uniform in foggy weather independent of 

direction 
• the brightest parts of the sky are around the sun (circumsolar 

radiation) and at the opposite side (90° from the sun 's direction); the 
horizon may be brighter than the zenith if the sky is clear. 

The luminance of the sky depends on the solar altitude, both when the 
sky is overcast and when the weather is foggy. Thus the sky is darker in 
the morning than at noon and it Is lighter In summer than in winter. These 
distribution functions are important as with their use two extreme and an 
intermediate sky condition may be determined. If we know the sky 
luminance distribution, [L(9,o.)], the illuminance of an unobstructed 
horizontal surface (Ee)can be calculated. 

90" 360° 

Ee= ~ ~ L(E>,a)sinecosedade 
E>=()a::O 

Fig.2.1 0 Illuminance from the sky (integrated from horizon to zenith and for the 
whole horizontal circle) 
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eKp~ed values 

4a.m. 

Ee 11000 be 1 

Fig.2.11 Changes of external illuminance 

DAYLIGHTING 

The sky, as a luminaire may be characterised as a first approximation by 
the illuminance on an unobstructed horizontal surface Ee, the external 
illuminance. 

This manner of characterisation is not as exact as the former one, as it 
disregards the area of origin of light in the sky. The same external 
illuminance may be created by an overcast or a foggy sky, while the 
horizon is darker when the sky is overcast than when it is foggy. 
Consequently, the Illumination of the interior will be different in these 
cases. 

In spite of this, this manner of characterisation is widely used because of 
its simplicity: one number instead of 145 data points. Its inaccuracy is 
negligible compared to this advantage and it can be corrected to 
satisfy practical needs. 

Reliable values of the external illuminance Ee may be provided by many 

(15-20) years of data collection. Measured illuminance data are few 
and far between, but such values of the external illuminance may be 
estimated with reasonable accuracy from meteorological solar 
radiation data. This gives a considerable practical benefit, as solar 
radiation has been measured and recorded in many places, for 
decades. 

on two given dates (top: February, The daily changes of Ee, the external illuminance, can be depicted by 

bottom: June, northern hemisphere) a distorted sine curve. 
over many years. 

The amplitude of the sine curve is proportionate to the sun's altitude at 
noon. So the smallest curve indicates the shortest day and th~ largest 
curve the longest day of the year. The above figures show that the 
external illuminance is highly variable: ranging over ± 50% about the 
'expec ted' values. 

The expected value of Ee, the external illuminance may be illustrated by 

an isopleth diagram (Fig.2.12). It is similar to Fig.2.4, but that showed 
sunlight illuminance (E5) , this one shows skylight illuminance only (Ee)· 
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Fig.2.12 Points of time when illuminance from the sky (Ee) exceeds the 
values indicated. (Hungary- lat.48·, northern hemisphere) 
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(Its curves show the points of time when Ee exceeds certain values at a 
50% probability. The area inside a curve shows the period of the year in 
which external illuminance (Ee) is greater than the value denoted by 
that curve.) 

The duration- (or daylight availability-) curve tells us what portion of the 
year we may expect various Ee illuminance values. 
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Duration curve of illuminance from the sky (Ee).( Hungary,
latitude 48°, northern hemisphere) 

Daylight· is available for some 4400 hours a year between sunrise and 
sunset. The quality of daylight first of all depends on the condition of the 
atmosphere. The correlated colour temperature of the light (Tc) of an 
overcast sky changes between 4500 and 7000°K, but the light of a clear 
sky may be 10 000-40 000°K. With intermediate sky conditions the 
correlated colour temperatures may be expected between the above 
values. The luminous efficacy (K) of daylight depends to a lesser extent 
also on solar altitude. Its value varies between 115 and 130 lm/W. 

The sky as a luminaire is further characterised from the point of view of 
illuminating interior spaces : 
• The sky surrounds buildings as a hemisphere, so the use of its light 

may only be reduced (during daytime) by an external obstruction. 
• The illuminance created in interior spaces by diffuse sky light is 

generally free from excessive contrasts, (as with sharp boundaries of 
sun-lit areas), consequently it does not cause glare. The sky, when 
seen from the interior space, only rarely causes unpleasant glare. 

• Skylight is available continuously and safely during the day. 
For all these reasons the sky plays a decisive role in dayiighting. 

2.3 Environmental Influences 

The environment, both its natural and man-made components, may 
play a role in the illumination of interior spaces by reflecting skylight and 
sunlight. In this way, it plays a passive role. The quantity and the periodic 
change of light reflected from the environment are basically 
determined by the light arriving from the sun and the sky. The 
reflectance of the environment has a secondary effect on the amount 
of available light, but the colour of the surfaces of the environment may 
modify the quality of reflected light to a large degree. 
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A part of the natural or buill environment seen from the interior is either 
'ground' or an obstruction if it blocks aut a part of the sky or the sun. This 
can be determined in relation to a given point of the working plane of a 
given room. For example, the some building may be partly an 
obstruction for a point of a room and partly ground. 

Fig.2.14 

' ' 
' ' 

' ' 

' / 
ob.truetlon 

ground 

The effect of an obstruction on daylighting 

The effect of an obstruction on illumination is twofold: it blocks out the 
contribution of part of the sky and it moy also exclude direct sunlight 
some of the time. On the other hand, It moy reflect light from other ports 
of the sky (or from the sun) into the room. 

Po 

/ 

Fig.2.15 Dimensions of an obstruction 
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DAYLIGHTING 

Depending on tho goometry of the pOSitiOn of a g1ven external surface, 
II may present a d1fferent obstruction when VJewed from different paris 
of the room 

An ObslruCIIOn of a given point may be choroctertsod by (see F1g.2.IS): 
• the solid angle subtended by it ot the point considered 
• or approximately by the (r1 and r2J horizontal and (c) vort1co1 angles 

which form Its boundary viewed from the point and 
• by Its overage reflectance (Pol 

The effect of the ground on doylightlng Is of secondary Importance, 
because Its light may only reach the working plano otter repeated 
reflections. It Is characterised by its reflectance. 

3 OPENINGS 

Natural light enters the room through transparent surfaces. These may 
be windows or other openings which Involve transparent elements. An 
opening IS always a constructional port of tho bu.ld1ng and in oddit1on 
to its function in dOyl1ght1ng. II has to meet a number of other 
requirements. Its main purpose may be doylighllng, but Its form is 
influenced by other essenhol conSiderations. 

Such on opening may be o window. o skylight or roof-window. a 
transparent wall or a ceiling as well as any other transparent port of the 
envelope. From the point of view of lighting such constructional 
elements hove throe ports. namely 
• transparent elements. 
• structural obstructions and 
• Nght -reflecting surfaces. 

Openings ore choroctensed from the pOint of view of natural tighhng by 
the lolowtng ottributos; 
• IOCOIIOn, 
• nominal dimensions. 
• angle of slope and ortentotlon. 
• the form of light transmission (d11ect. diffuse). 
• character of diStributing light in space, 
• efficiency and 
• their ageing. 
In addition to those. the possibility of visual connection with the 
environment Is a vory important quality. 

An opening may bo oithor in a wolf or in the roof. 

The nominal dimei1Sion of on opening IS the dimension w1thin the surface 
of the envelope element which incorporates 11 as a constructtonol unit. 
In Side-lighting. the SiZe of the transparent surface may not be much 
smaller than the nommol opening, in fop-&ghhng. however. the SIZe of 
the transparent surface may be for smaller than that of the open1ng. 

The sJopo of opening (li) is the angle between the transparent surface 
and the horizontal plane. and the orientation of the opening ( o.) IS the 
angle between the surface normal of the transparent surface and the 
north, measured in a clockwise direction (le the azimuth angle of the 
surface normal). 
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DAYLIGHTING 
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Fig.3.1 Critical dimensions of a vertical window Fig.3.2 and of a rooflight 

Fig.3.3 Transparent and translucent materials affecting light transmission 

The form of light transmission depends on the quality of the material 
used, which may be transparent, as normal clear glass or translucent (to 
a varying degree). as for example opal glass. 

The distribution of light Into a space can be described by the 
illuminance distribution. II is determined by the location and 
construction of the opening. 

The efficiency of the opening 'lo iS the ratio of the luminous flux entering 
the interior and the luminous flux Incident on the outer surface of the 
transparent material of the opening. ThiS indicates the efficiency, or the 
resultant transmittance of the opening. 

The surfaces of openings gather dirt, which reduces their transparency. 
This effect is in direct proportion to the pollution of the environment and 
time, but it also depends on the form of the structure of the opening. 

There are materials the transmittance of which reduces over time. These 
effects result in the ageing of openings and In reducing their efficiency. 
Originally clear glass may become translucent because of such effects. 
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Fig.3.5 The reduction of transparency because of dirt 

3.1 Sidelights 

internal and 
mal environments 

The transparent surfaces of sidelights are almost always vertical, (their 
slope is B = 90°), but their orientation is optional. Their location limits the 
possibilities of their forms. Sidelights may be windows, doors, or fixed 
transparent parts of walls. 

Their transparent surfaces may be transparent or translucent glass 
(clear-, opal-, sand blasted-, or ornamental glass), glass blocks, 
profiled glass, etc. The construction of windows is essentially determined 
by their functions other than lighting (thermal insulation, noise insulation, 
visual connection, etc.) 

The lighting characteristics of sidelights vary, influenced by 
• the quality of glass, 
• the number of layers, 
• dirtiness of the glass, 
• their location, form and relative size, 
• their construction, 
• the thickness of the surrounding wall and the manner of connection, 
• their orientation. 
An important feature of the illuminance distribution of side-lighting is 
that It rapidly decreases as we move away from the window. In side
lighting, the degree of possible insolation depends on the orientation of 
the window. 

3.1 .1 Windows 

The efficiency of Illumination depends mainly on the glazing, the 
number of its layers, the construction, the thickness of the wall 
surrounding the window and on its cleanness. The efficiency of ordinary, 
clear 2-5 m2 double glazed windows set in 350 mm walls is between 0.4 
and 0.5. A reduction of efficiency may be expected with a greater wall 
thickness or pollution. Commonly, reduc tion due to thicker walls may be 
about 1 0% and due to pollution it may amount to 30% . 

The effect of various constructions on the above efficiency is about ± 15 
- 20 %. The efficiency of windows increases to a small degree with 
increased size. 
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OAYLIGHTING 

3.1.2 Transparent walls 

The elficiencies of transparent woiiS in cleon condition ore: 
• In single clear gloss 0.7 
• in double clear gloss 0.6 
• in gloss block 0.3 
Pollution may reduce these values by 25-30%. 

3.2 Topllghts 

Roof windows or skylights ore characterised by the fact !hot they are 
located above the plane of the ceiling. Theoretically the siZe of such 
root -lights is only limited by the size of the ceiling. 

The slope of a transparent surface (5) may vary between 0 and 90• and 
Its orientollon Is optional. The transparent mate~ol may be clear or 
translucent to a varying degree. 

The form and construction of root lights may vary greatly. These 
determine both their light distribution and their efficiency. Two forms 
may be distinguiShed: linear and localised openings. linear roof
windows or skylights are characterised by the following: 
• the ceiling opening Is rectangular. and its length is several times 

greater than its width 
• their vertical section is constant along their length. 

Localised openings ore characterised by the fact that the ceiling 
operlure Is o square, o circle, a symmetrical polygon or some other 
non-elongated form. 

3.2.1 Linear to plights 

'·' 

Fig.3.7 Illuminance distribution by linear toplights 

The most common type of linear toplights con be grouped on the basis 
of their geometrical form: 
• sawtooth 
• horizontal 
• monitor 
• pitched. 
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Within each group the sections are similar, thus the lighting provided by 
them is also similar. They usually provide natural lighting for the interior 
placed in several, parallel rows. As a consequence, toplights may 
obstruct each other, thus limiting the direct effect of the sky. In monitor, 
horizontal and pitched types the obstruction Is mutual. 

Sawtooth type topllghts 

These are characterised by a typical sawtooth section. They have one 
transparent surface, the slope of which is theoretically optional, but in 
practice, it Is generally not less than 45°. The usual material for their 
transparent surface is clear glass or glass that disperses light to a small 
degree. In slopes smaller than 90° safety-or wired glass is used. In 
sawtooth toplighting, illuminance distribution by the typical section is 
asymmetrical. The forms of reflecting surfaces do not affect the 
character of distribution significantly. Illuminance along their length 
changes only to a small degree. 

Depending on glazing, their efficiencies are: 
• at a 90° slope 0.1 - 0.2 
• at a 60°Siope 0.2 - 0.25 
• at a 30° slope 0.3 - 0.4 

An advantage of sawtooth type toplightlng is that sun penetration may 
be eliminated with polar orientation, if the angle of slope is not less then 
the highest possible solar altitude angle at the given geographical 
location. This advantage is usually exploited in practice where glare is to 
be avoided. 

Horizontal type topllghts 

In formal terms they ore characterised by curved (barrel vault-type) 
transparent surfaces, which can "see" practically the whole sky. Their 
transparent material is a clear or translucent plastic material, 
occasionally safety glass. In horizontal toplighting Illuminance distribution 
in cross-section is symmetrical. Illuminance along their length changes 
only to a small degree. Their efficiency is between 0.25 and 0.45 
depending on the transmittance of the transparent material. 

The quality of lighting is Influenced more by the characteristics of the 
transparent material than by its form. 

With clear transparent materials beam solar radiation may enter. It is 
very difficult to provide protection against it, without unduly reducing 
daylighting. If a translucent material is used, sunlight may penetrate in 
diffused form, without casting sharp shadows. 

Monitor type topllghts 

These ore characterised by two transparent surfaces joined by an 
opaque (roof-) structure. The angle of slope of the transparent surfaces 
is usually greater than 60°. They may be symmetrical or asymmetrical. 
The material of the vertical transparent elements is usually normal clear 
glass, in other slopes wired glass or safety glass. 

Illuminance distribution in the sectional plane is symmetrical, if the 
monitor itself is symmetrical. Illuminance along the length changes only 
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OAYLIGHTING 

too small degree. Depending on their form and glozing, their efficiency 
varies: 

• in symmetrical, vertical glozing 0. 1 - 0.2 
• in asymmetrical, vertical glozJng 0. 15 - 0.2 
• at other slopes the expected value is greater. 

Beam solar radiation would penetrate, and il cannot be eliminated by 
orientation. Solar protection must be considered as a separate issue . 

Pitched type (linear prismatic) toplights 

These ore chorocter1sed by two sloping symmetrical transparent 
surfaces that con "see' essentially the whole sky. The angle of the slope 
of their transparent surfaces is generally about 45°. The material of the 
transparent elements is usually wired gloss or, in some cases, safety gloss . 

Illuminance distribution In the sectional plane is symmetrical. Illuminance 
in the longitudinal direction changes only to a small degree. 

~ I 1 

./ . ..._ 
=-~::::"" ______ .:.::::.:..~ Fig.3.11 Illuminance distribution by linear prismatic toplights 
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Their efficiency depends mainly on the glozing material, and it is 
expected to be between 0.3 and 0.4. Solar radiation would penetrate 
with this type of toplighting with any orientation and protection against 
it Is rolher difficult. 

3.2.2 Localised (spot-) topllghts 

Fig.3.10 Illuminance distribution The most common forms of these ore 
by monitor to plights • dome 

• pyramid and 
• prism. 
These may be located in the roof singly or many of them in a regular 
pattern. Their effect on each-other and mutual obstruction Is negligible. 

Dome type topllghts 

They ore characterised by the fact that their prefabricated (often 
monolithic) transparent component sits on the usually circular or square 
framing within the root structure. The material of this transparent 
component is clear or translucent plastic. 

With units circular In plan the illuminance distribution is symmetrical 
around a vertical axis in all directions and it has multiple axes of 
symmetry in square plan topllghts. 
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Fig.3.12 

' 

Illuminance distribution by a pyramid toplight 

Their lighting choroctonstlcs ore mainly determined by the transparency 
of the dome, and by the form and reflectance of the building fabric 
surrounding it. Their efficiency Is expected to be between 0.2 and 0.4, 
depending on the above factors. 

"· .............. 

Fig.3.13 Illuminance distribution by a dome toplight 

---=-·-

In clear dome topllghts, beam solar rodiOtton may penetrate, fimiled by 
the well effect (tho rolla of depth to the operung width) . Solar 
protectiOn must be conSidered as a soporate ISSue. 

If the dome IS translucent. sunlght penetrates In d1ffuse form. 

Pyramid type topllghts 

These ore of a pyromtdol form. whiCh IS modo up of four transparent 
comcldent triangles. The anglo at the slope of transparent surfaces IS 
usually 45°. The transparent motoriOIIS usually wnod gloss, built may be 
a monolithic plaStiC clemont. 

Their illuminance dtstnbutlon Is svmmotrlcol along several plones 
containing the vertical axis. Their lighting choroctertstlcs ore determined 
by the transparency of glozing, as wall as by the geometrical ratios and 
reflectance of the adjoining building construction. Their efficiency Is 0.25 
- 0.35. depending on tho above factors: tho grooter tho angle of slope, 
the lower the efflcioncy. If a transparent material is used, beam sunlight 
penetration Is restricted only by the well ofloct. 
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Illuminance distribu1ion by a pyramid toplight 

Prism type topllghts 

These are similar to sawloolh lopllghls In lorm, the only difference being 
that their plan is a square rather than elongated oblong. 

They are similar to sawtooth toplights also in their construction. 

Illuminance distribution In the cross-sectional plane is similar to that of 
sawtooth lights and symmetrical in the other direction. 

-·-,_./ 

Fig .3.15 Illuminance distribution by a prismatic rooflight 

Their efficiency Is lower than that of similar sawtooth roof -lights. 
Polar orientation would eliminate beom sunlight penetration, except In 
summer early morning and late afternoon. 
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4 UTILISATION OF NATURAL LIGHT 

The doylighting of interior spaces is utilising natural light. Both the 
quantity and quality of doyllghling is influenced by direct sunlight. 
diffuse skylight, the external environment and the architectural design of 
the interior. Direct sunlight, the diffuse light of the sky, the natural and 
artificial external environments ore given. The architecturally created 
interior space and fenestration must respond to these. 

In doytlghtlng design the interior space and ils fenestration has to be 
fitted into the given exterior so that its natural lighting meets existing 
requirements. This con be achieved only if the characteristics of the 
given external environment ore known and II is understood how the 
form and characteristics of the Interior space affect natural lighting. The 
designer should also be aware of what the possibilities and limitations of 
natural lighting ore. 

Doylighling is influenced by the following specific features of the interior: 
• location of the opening. 
• slope and orientation of the opening, 
• construction of the opening and 
• size and reflectonces of the opening structure. 

4.1 The effect of opening location 

The essential goal of illuminating the Interior is to provide adequate 
Illuminance on the work-plane. Most commonly, the plane of desk-tops 
is used as a working plane: o horizontal plane about 650 mm above the 
floor. 

The position of the opening relative to the work-plane may vary 
depending on where In the building the room is located. In the mojorily 
of cases. when the room is bounded by walls and ceiling, the opening 
will be port of the walls or the ceiling, accordingly it is referred to as 
side-lighting or top-lighting. In cases, where there Is no sharp boundary 
between walls and ceiling, this distinction may be blurred. Openings ore 
thus eilher sidelights or toplights. Sidelights ore usually windows. 

Illuminance of a given point of the working plane depends on the 
location of the opening for the following reasons: 

• Openings of the some size may appear to be larger or smaller 
depending on their relative position ond on where they ore viewed 
from. The larger the opening looks from a given point, the greater 
portion of the sky (the external environment) will contribute to the 
Illumination of the point, and the greater the illuminance of the point 

• The illuminance of a surface depends on the angle of incidence of 
light. The greater the angle of incidence. the smaller the illuminance. 

The result of these effects is that on opening provides maximum 
illuminance for a point of the work-plane if il is just above it. 
Consequently, there is a great difference in efficacy of side-lighting and 
top-lighting: top-lighting is 3 - 5 limes more effective than side-lighting. 

The placing and orientation of the opening will determine which ports of 
the external environment may become on obstruction and which ports 
ore 'ground'. 
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4.2 The effect of slope and orientation 

It depends on the slope and the orientation of an opening to what 
degree the various elements of a given exterior space (eg the sun, the 
sky, the natural and the artificial environment) contribute to the natural 
lighting of the interior. The slope and orientation of an opening jointly 
determine the solid angle of the external environment that may be seen 
from the interior. This is what illuminates the room directly. 

The sunpath curves of summer and winter solstices indicate which part 
of the sky the sun moves in during the year . The slope and the 
orientation of an opening determine which part of the sky may be seen 
from the interior. These two together determine whether and for how 
long the interior can receive direct sunlight. At low- to mid-latitudes the 
smaller the slope of an opening, the longer the expected duration of 
insolation. Insolation is largest through horizontal openings and smallest 
through vertical openings (for a given orientation) . At high latitudes an 
equator-facing vertical plane may receive more irradiation. 

A window with equatorial orientation (northern hemisphere AZI= 180°, 
southern hemisphere AZI=0°) receives most, and one with polar 
orientation the least solar irradiation. The duration of Insolation 
decreases gradually (at a given slope) as the orientation moves away 
from the equator. 

One e ffect of the slope is that whilst horizontal openings (8 = 0°) 'see' the 
whole sky hemisphere, with vertical (8 = 90°) openings, only half of the 
sky hemisphere may contribute to the illumination of the interior. The 
amount of diffuse sky light decreases as the angle of the slope 
increases. 

The sky effect is influenced by orientation as diffuse radiation is 
asymmetrical. This asymmetry may be calculated on the basis of annual 
radiant energy incident on vertical planes of different orientations. The 
degree of asymmetry may be expected to be between -20 and +50% 
from the average value. 

The diffuse light of the sky is greatest for an equator-facing orientation. 
There is no great difference among east, west or polar orientations. 

The orientation and the location within the Interior in relation to the 
opening determine which parts of the external environment act as 
obstruction. 

The degree to which the ground influences the daylighting of an interior 
depends on both the slope and the orientation of the opening. Its slope 
determines how much ground the interior can 'see'. The more ground it 
can 'see', the greater the ground effect will be on doyllghting of the 
interior. The ground effect is at its maximum for vertical transparent 
surfaces (8 = 90°). There is no ground effect if the transparent surface is 
horizontal. 

Finally, the deposition of dirt on transparent surfaces also depends on 
their angles of slope. The smaller the angle of slope, the greater amount 
of dirt the surface will gather in a given time (the cleansing effect of rain 
is also reduced), and the more its transparency and efficiency is 
reduced. 
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•vnpath 
dles~ram 

the •ky ,..., by 11>e opening 

period ond dltocllon 
or po .. rble Insolation 

Fig.4.1 The effect of onentation and slope of openong on defining the effective 
part of the sky (this example refers to latrtude 48°, the northem hemisphere) 

4.3 The effect of framing 

The structure of an opening connects a single or multi-layered 
transparent element to the building envelope (wall or ceiling) in such a 
way !hot II becomes pari ol lha building, both architecturally and 
structurally. 
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Opemngs con only be evaluated in conJunction with thOir framing and 
surrounding structure. W1th sidelights. the surrounding won Should be 
token Into account. while topllghts should be COnsidered In relation to 
the COL1ng and root structure. 

Fig.4.2 The effects or structure on utilisable light. 

4.3.1 Tran5porent element' 

From the point of view of illumination. the tronsporont otement is the 
most rnportont port of the opening. llrs generally chorocterrsed by the 
fOllOWing 
• number of toyers, 
• transparency of the element and 
• its transmsSIOn/dlffUSion choroctenst1cs. 

The number of toyers is determined by energy roquirements of healing 
or cooung. If energy demand Is small, single glozing Is sufficient, it it is 
Iorge, then double or triple glozing moy be used. 

Transparency Is measured by the ('t) transmit/once (the ratio or 
transmitted luminous lux to the Incident one). The value of tronsmlttonce 
depends on 
• the quality and thickness of the motorial 
• tho quality of Its surface 
• the anglo of incidence of tight (INC) 

For beam sun~ght the tronsmttonce of various materialS con be 
cotcutoted by tho t vs. INC function, such os that Shown below (Fig.4.3) 
tor clear gloss. 

Clear gloss is the most commonty used transparent material. Its 
transmittance Is almost constant between angles of incidence of 0" and 
60". It gradually docrooses os the angle increases. It Is 0 tor light poroUet 
with the surface (INC ~ 90°). Between 2 and 6 mm, the effect of 
thickness may be Ignored In normal clear gloss, and the value of t may 
be obtained from the curve given below. 
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Flg.-4.3 Glass transmittance for a parallel light beam 

A transparent surface transmits drffusa. multidirectional light, to o 
different degree from different directions. The transmittance for diffuse 
Ugh! Is the weighted overage calculated on the basis of angles of 
Incidence and intensity distribution. This is the foetor to be used in 
colculotong the effects of sky, ground and obstructions. The value of 'dll 
depends on 
• how much of the sky and ground the transparent surface con ·see· 
• the luminance distribution of the port of hemisphere 'seen·. 
• the condition of the sky (L=f{cr..O)). and 
• the reflectance of the ground (p0) 

Measured values of 'aN for normal clear gloss may be obtained from 
the diagram given below (Fig.4.4). 

The resultant transmittance for several sheets of transparent matertol 
may be estimated as o product of the transmittances of the Individual 
layers. although this will be slightly smaller than the actual value. 

A transparent surface may be clear or translucent from the point of 
vrew of Wght dispersron. Ught passes through clear surfaces without 
changrng direction. Consequently. such surfaces do not diston the view 
of objects seen through them. Translucent surfaces diSperse light. As a 
consequence, the vrow through such surfocos is fuzzy and Objects may 
not be dlstinguishablo. 

Diffusing materials that follow Lomt:>ort's law' hove the greatest and 
most even dispersion. eg opal gloss. The tight drsperslon of gloss sand
blasted on one sade is smaller. but rt sl~l satislres proctrcol demands for 
drffUslng gloss. Sand blostrng both Sides of the gloss is unnecessary. 

A body of material (og o sheet) may be translucent 
• It the material Itself Is diffusing. such as opal glass. 
• It Its surface Is not smooth (it is matt), for example sand blasted gloss. 
• or II is structurally helerogeneous or dispersive by its geometry, tor 

example ribbed, ornamental or patterned glass. gloss brick, or 
cellular plastics. 

·a dtfuslog rellecbve « lranslueenl materuol is said ID rbfll Lamborfslaw •r lor dlf«enl chcllons the 
l'ansmttted (rellecled) intensily (nux per unrt solid angle) vanes as the COSIIle or the angle or relleclion 
(measured between that direction and the Sllface normaQ • 1, • 1, • cos y 
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Fig.4.4 Glass transmittance for components of diffuse light 

The transparency of translucent materials vanes widely. It greatly 
depends on thickness if the material itself is diffusive. The thickness of the 
material does not greatly influence transparency if light dispersion Is due 
to the surface. The value of the transmittance depends on Which side 
light falls on a glass of heterogeneous structure or the dispersion is due 
to the surface (eg glass sand blasted on one side or on U profile glass). lf 
one side has a dispersing surface. the transmittance is greater if light is 
received on that side. 

The transmittance differs for parallel and d iffuse light also in translucent 
materials. Unfortunately. only one value of transmittance is normally 
published. even for widely used translucent materials. and it is not clear 
whether it refers to parallel beam or diffused light. 

If a translucent surface is required, only one layer of the construction 
needs to be matt. In a combination of clear and sand blasted glass, In 
most cases the innermost layer should be diffusing. 
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4.3.2 Structural obstructions 

Transparent elements ore normally held by some structure or frame that 
connects them to the wall, ceiling or to some other envelope element 
of the building. These structures and frames ore not transparent. They 
reduce the efficiency of the opening, to a degree dependent on what 
proportion of the whole opening they obslruct. The usual relative sizes of 
the structural obstruction of openings ore: 
• timber window, single frame, single or sealed double gloss 25% 
• timber window, double frame, each single glass 35% 
• metal window, single frame, single or sealed double glass 20% 
• metal window, double frame, each single gloss 30% 

4.3.3 Reflecting surfaces 

The third structural port of openings consists of those opaque surfaces 
that reflect port of the light entering. The effect of these on the utilisation 
of light depends on the geomelricol proportions of the opening, the 
reflectance of the surfaces, and the kind of reflection of the surface. 

The rays of light that ovoid the reflecting surfaces of the opening enter 
the Interior unchanged. The rays of light falling on these surfaces ore 
reflected, suffer o reduction In intensity and change of direction. Even 
the most reflective surface absorbs port of the incident light. 

With reference to Flg.4.5 it con be seen that the greater the distance (d) 
between the external and the internal side of the opening, the greater 
the lass· of the luminous flux reflected by its surfaces. The smaller the 
cross-section of opening (F), the greater the loss of the luminous flux 
reflected on its surfaces. The darker and the more diffusing the surfaces, 
the greater the loss of luminous flux reflected. 

The F/d ratio and the form are important when designing openings. The 
greater the F/d ratio, the smaller the loss of the luminous flux. The F/d 
ratio is constant for different light directions only in a few cases. These 
effects con be summed up by the so called 'well efficiency'. Values of 
this efficiency ore known for simple designs and for conslont F/d ratios. 

4.4 The effect of the Interior 

Only a port of the luminous flux entering the room through on opening 
arrives directly at the work-plane. The rest reaches the work plane only 
after one or more reflections. This is why the geometry of the interior 
space, the reflectance of its surfaces and the kind of reflection ploy a 
great port in its doyllghting. 

The degree to which a given surface contributes to illuminating the 
work-plane depends on its position relative to that plane and to the 
opening. A given point may receive light from a complete hemiSphere. 
The elements of this hemisphere contribute to the illumination of the 
point to the degree that they ore viSible from the point. 

The contribution of surfaces to the work-plane illumination depends on 
how many reflections natural light Is subjected to before reaching that 
plane. Every reflection reduces the amount of luminous flux available. 
Consequently, the effects of walls, ceiling and floor will differ 
considerably depending on whether side- or top-lighting is used. 
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CLEAR GLASS.MAT REFLECTING SURFACE 

CLEAR GLASS.SHINY REFLECTING SURFACE 

TRANSLUCENT GLASs-MAT REFLECTING SURFACE 

TRANSLUCENT GLASS-SHINY REFLECTING SURFACE 

Frg.4.5 The passage of light through some openings 

In SJde-hghllng, lhe elfects of the two side waDs and the bOck wall ore 
of pnmory Importance. os they con reflect port of the light entering 
through lho opening to reach the work-plane otter one reflection. The 
effect ot the coiling Is smaller. as it cannot 'seo' the sky, thus light 
reaching the ceiling has already t:>eon reflected by the ground or by 
othor oxlcrnal surfaces. The effect of the floor Is usually negligible, as it is 
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largely covered by furniture and light reflected from it may only reach 
the working plane after further reflections. The wall by the window also 
plays a secondary role only, as light from It has already been reflected 
at least once (see Fig.4.6). 

In top-lighting reflections are less important, The effect of a wall may be 
significant if it is relatively near the opening, and if it is thus well 
illuminated, otherwise it plays a secondary role . The ceiling reflects light 
onto the working plane that has already been reflected on the floor or 
the walls, so Its effect is also secondary. Usually interreflection between 
the floor, ceiling and work plane is Important only as a secondary 
effect. In this case, furniture also modifies reflection off the floor. 

To sum it up, the effect of Internal surfaces on daylighting is greater in 
side-lighting, than in top-lighting. 

5 DA YLIGHTING OF INTERIORS 

5.1 Lighting systems 

There are three systems of daylighting depending on which part of the 
envelope the light enters the interior, namely 
• side lighting, 
• top lighting and 
• combined lighting. 
In combined lighting, there are openings both in the wall and in the 
ceiling. In an Interior where the envelope is not clearly divided into walls 
and ceiling, eg vaulted enclosures, we consider it side lighting if the 
opening is lower than 2.5m, otherwise it is top lighting. 

The illuminance of the work- plane may be direct or indirect. The ratio of 
light entering directly through the opening and of indirect light reflected 
from the walls and the ceiling depends on the lighting system, on the 
location of the opening and on the surfaces of the envelope. 

In side lighting, illumination comes from the side, and this is why the 
illuminance of the work plane near the window is mostly provided by 
direct lighting. As we move away from the window, the value of direct 
illumination decreases rapidly, so the relative proportion of the 
practically constant indirect component Increases. The contribution of 
the indirect component near the back wall may be the same or 2-3 
times larger than of the direct. 

In top lighting, the work plane is illuminated directly. The proportion of 
Indirect illumination does not normally exceed 25%. In combined 
lighting, the ratio of the direct and indirect components of illuminance 
will be between the above- mentioned two extreme values. 

5.2 Quantitative treatment of dayllghtlng 

Illumination of the interior is quantified by the illuminance on the work
plane. This is the most important one in the interior from the point of view 
of performing work tasks, as demanded by the function of the Interior. 
The reference or work plane is a fictitious horizontal plane at the table 
top level or at the floor level, depending on room usage. It may be any 
other plane as well, for example the vertical plane of a wall at an 
exhibition. 
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Fig.4.6 Direct and indirect illuminance on the wot1(ing plane. 

The dlumlnonce of the reference plane may be chorocler.sed by: 

• the distribution of IUuminonce along the plane or 
• the diStnbuiiOn of the overage values of flumrnonce along o grven 

drrectlon. or along o typical plene. such as o cross-section 
• the overage value and uniformity ratio of llumlnonce on the 

reference plane. 

II Is visually lnlerosllng to characte~se illuminance with Its distribution 
along a vertical plane perpendicular to the window (eg Flg.5.3). This will 
be valid only at a given paint in time, but if overage values are used for 
such representation, we can obtain sufficient information to study most 
of the practical problems. 

The simplest mel had of quantrfying illuminance Is to spoclty its overage 
values and Its unrtormrty ratio. This can be used tor both setting and 
meetrng most practrcal requirements. 

Wumrnanco at o pornt of o surface of the rnterlor (EJ ~ proportionate to 
the Srmullaneous external IRuminonce at the same place measured on 
on unobstructed horizontal surface (Eel· which gives the daylght foetal 
(OF) rn percentage terms. 

DF-5._ •100 
E, or 

DF 
E --• E • 100 • 
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Fig.5.1 External and internal illuminance 
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As external illuminance keeps changing,( Ei(t) ) internal illuminance must 

follow, so its value at time t will be 

E - DF •E 
l(t) 100 •(t) 

In this equation the term E,c•> represents the sky as a luminoire which 

DF 
produces that hortzontol illuminance, and the term - is the function 

100 
of architectural design. 
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5 

Fig.5.2 The change of external and internal illuminance. 
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The daylight factor (DF) is an expression of the efficiency of utilising sky
light for providing horizontal illuminance in an interior. The daylight 
factor shows how far the building and its interior (walls, ceiling and the 
opening structure) as well as external obstructions restrict the potentially 
available illuminance. The DF would be 100% in the absence of a 
building and any obstruction. 

. \ 
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........... ..... ......... ~.· §. 
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Fig.5.3 The relationship of illuminance and daylight factor. 

Daylight factor quantifies all the effects of the interior and the exterior 
on the illuminance of a given internal point. The daylight factor is a 
function of: 
• the position of the point considered, 
• the dimensions of the interior, 
• the reflectances of interior surfaces, 
• the location, size and structure of the opening, 
• the location, size and the reflectance of external obstructions, 
• the reflectance of the ground. 

At a given point in time, or in an unchanging external environment (Ee= 

constant), the daylight factor changes from one point to another as the 
illuminance of the interior changes, ie the daylight factor changes 
according to the distribution of the illuminance of the interior. This 
means, that a given distribution curve of illuminance Ee (lx) is the same 
as the curve of daylight factor DF (%), possibly with a different scale. 

Consequently, the daylight factor can have the following critical values: 
• DF av average value, 

• DF min minimum value, 
• DF min/ DF av = \f', the uniformity ratio 

....... . . 

which are in direct ratio to the respective values of illuminance. 

The daylight fac tor quantifies natural illumination in an indirect way, its 
unit being % and not lux. Although the value of the daylight fac tor is 
constant only over a limited range of overcast conditions, it may be 
used as a first approximation and it is a very useful concept for 
quantifying daylighting of the interior. 

Illuminance at a given point of the interior may have an endless number 
of values throughout a year. but none of them can characterise natural 
illumination alone. However, every value of Ei may be connected either 
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to on E8 or to o period of time, and these two values together give 
some chorocterisofion, so the following relationships exist: 

• Ei is the illuminance of o given point If Ee Is the external illuminance, 
• the illuminance of o given point is equal to or greater than e1 If the 

external illuminance equals at least E8 • 

• the illuminance at o given point is ot least Ei for the period of time 

during o day or durlng the year when external illuminance is greater 
than E8 

Thus, a value of illuminance of the interior provides some useful 
information about natural lighting only in conjunction with another 
datum: the external illuminance. or the length of time. 
Natural lighting may be characterised in two ways: 

Directly. by illuminance, Ei 
• its distribution along the work-plane or 
• its distribution along the sectional plane or 
• Its overage value and uniformity ratio on the reference plane. 

Indirectly. the daylight foetor, DF 
• its distribution along the work-plane or 
• Its distribution along the sectional plane or 
• its overage value and uniformity ratio on the reference plane. 

The direct characterisation relates to o given E
8 

value or to a specified 
time point or duration. The indirect characterisation is useful to illustrate 
the spatial character of doylighting interiors. as its relative values do not 
change. 

5.3 Uniformity In space 

The uniformity of lighting in space con be quantified by the Inequality of 
illuminance on the working plane. Illuminance at given points of the 
interior has two components, direct illuminance coming from the 
external environment and indirect illuminance reflected from the 
surfaces of the Interior. AlthOugh. the ratio of direct and Indirect 
components on the working plane changes from one point to another 
depending on the lighting system, ond the two components of 
illuminance may be nearly equal, still the character of the distribution of 
illuminance is essentially determined by the direct component. 

Direct illuminance at a point on the work-plane mainly depends on the 
portion of the sky 'visible' from that point and on the overage angle of 
Incidence of skylight at the point. Illuminances ore proportionate to the 
size of the 'visible' sky and the cosines of the angle of incidence of light. 
The size of the 'visible' sky and the angle of Incidence of light both 
depend on where the opening is located in the envelope of the room, 
so direct illumination depends on the doy1ighting system. 

The spatial variations of daylight con be characterised by: 
• the distribution of daylight foetor (DF) along the typical direction or 
• the overage value of the daylight foetor DF 0 ., and the ratio of 

DFrn~niDF0v on the reference plane. 
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Fig.S.S The relationship of uniformity and the system of daylighting 

In side lighting. tho points of the work plono ore illuminated by 
decreasing portions of the sky at increasing onglos of Incidence os we 
move owoy from the window. The dlStribullon of 1llumlnonce changes 
occord1ngty. In Side hghhng the llumnonce necessonJy Shows o greot 
lock of uniformity 

The d1mensions ol the lntenor. moinJy Its height, limits the degree lo 
which the vorlollon of Illuminance of side lighting con be influenced by 
lhe location ond size of the window. The orchlleclurol poromete1s 
offecling natural lllumlnotlon 1n side lighting ore the following (In 
decreasing ardor of Importance): 

• the depth of the room. 
• the saze of tho window, 
• the hetght of the room. 
• the reflectance of rho wons. 
• the width of the Window ond 
• the reflectance of tho ceiling. 
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It may be instructive to examine the effect of window size and position 
on the distribution of illuminance (see Flgs.5.6 to 5.9) 

I 
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B 
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I 
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• 

/ ·--- ·-·-· 
Fig.5.6 The effect of window position on illuminance distribution 

The effect of the part of the window which is below the work-plane is 
negligible from the point of view of illuminating the plane, as light 
through that part of the window is reduced by multiple reflections and is 
obstructed by furniture. The part of the window near the ceiling 
provides illumination mainly for the rear part of the room, while the part 
of the window with Its sill at work-plane level illuminates the area near 
the window. 

A window placed high in the wall illuminates the space more uniformly 
than a window placed low. A strip window provides more uniform 
illumination across the room (parallel to the window) than a divided 
window. This effect diminishes as we move away from the window and It 
becomes negligible at the back wall. 

In top lighting the number of toplights, the height of the space and the 
design of the toplight determine how uniformly the space is illuminated. 

With toplights of equal area and Identical structure, the more toplights, 
the more uniform the illuminance. 

With toplights of identical number, structure and arrangement, the 
higher the interior, the more uniform the illuminance. 

The design of toplights determines light distribution, which in turn governs 
the uniformity of illuminance. Fig.5.7 
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Illuminance distribution by a st1 
Top lighting can meet any practical requirement of uniform illuminance. and a pair of divided windows 
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Fig.5.8 The effect of placement of toplights on illuminance distribution 

In combined lighting, the uniformity of illuminance is determined by the 
joint effect of side lighting and top lighting. The illuminance thus created 
is the sum of illuminances by the side lighting and the top lighting. 

E; 
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\\ A+B \ ·< '\ . 
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Fig .5.9 Addition of illuminances in combined lighting. 

Combined lighting con meet any practical requirement of uniform 
Illuminance. 

5.4 Permanency In lime 

0 

Fig.5.10 

••oo Daylight illumination necessarily keeps changing as a result of the 
continuous changing of the sun's position in the sky and of sky 

Illuminance from sun and sky 
on a hOrizontal surface 

conditions. The illuminance of the inferior Is always proportionate to the 
Illuminance produced by skylight ( E9 ) ond by sunlight( Es ) if either the 
interior or on external surface is sunlit. 
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Ee 
E 

The changes of natural lighting over time may be investigated In two emax 

respects: daily changes or changes over an annual period. Daily 
E • 

changes in the illuminance of a given point of the interior may be found It 

if the daily changes of diffuse skylight (Ee) and direct sunlight (E5) 

Illuminances are known. Both changes may be characterised by the 
expected daily values and the cumulative values over the 365 days of 
the year (ie the values exceeded on the indicated number of days). 

t II 

2400 
Illuminance at a point of the interior on a given day of the year changes 
in direct ratio to a curve which Is between the curves of the daily 
change of Ee(t) and Ee(t)+Es(t) for the some day. 

E1 illuminance at t• 

Disregarding the usually undesirable and unreliable effect of sunlight, 
changes In the Illuminance of the Interior follow the changes of external 
Illuminance Ee(t) and its variation corresponds to the variations of 

sunlight. The entry of sunlight Increases this variation. 

Dolly changes In the Illuminance of the interior may be found from the 
typical distribution curve of the daylight foetor and that of the expected 
doily change of E(t)· 

During a given day, the expected values of Illuminance of the Interior 
are between 0 and El(max)· There is a different curve of E1 for each value 

of Ee· At timet*, when the expected value of external illuminance is Ee*· 

the distribution of Illuminance corresponds to the Ef* curve. The 

Illuminance of point P changes between 0 and Ep(max) during the day, 

and Its value is Ep* at timet*. 

Practical questions of dayllghtlng more often relate to Its yearly change. 
which refers to the Illuminance of the Interior and to the expected length 
of time. namely 
• how large will illuminance be during a given period of the year or 
• for which periods of the year can a given value of illuminance of the 

Interior be expected. 

These questions may refer to single points of the Interior, or to the 
overage of Illuminance or to the typical distribution of Illuminance. These 
questions may be answered with the help ot'the typical distribution curve 
of the daylight factor OF and of the duration curve of external 
Illuminance Ee(T)' (see Flg .5.12) 

At point P. where the value of the daylight factor Is DFp 

• the value of Illuminance Is ot least Eip=(DFpll OO]*Ee **, for T** length 

of time In the year 

• Eip*** Illuminance may be expected for T*** length of time in the 

year. os ( 100/ DF p]*Eip = Ee*** 

The connection between illuminance and length of time is similar In 
average illuminance and in typical distribution. 

When investigating the changes of illuminance over time in this way, we 
must keep in mind that the changes of natural light follow the laws of 
meteorological-statistics. According to these laws the characteristics of 
diffuse sky light Ee(t) and Ee(T) and of sunlight Es(t) are average values 
of several years, to be expected with a probability of 50%. However, if 
so desired, values with any other probability can be calculated if the 
frequency distribution information is available. 
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Fig.5.12 The connection belween illuminance of a given interior and the length 
of lime of illuminance. 

5.5 Glare 

Gla re is the mosllmportont problem of visual comfort and of the quality 
of illumination. Glare iS a condilion of viSion in which discomfort Is 
experienced or visual recognition iS reduced. In on extreme case, visual 
recognition In lhe field of view Is seriously (perhaps completely) 
impaired. This Iotter case of 'disability glare' Is described as 'blinding'. 

Glare is caused by excessive luminance contrast (some high luminance 
area) in lhe field of view. In dlrecl glare discomfort Is caused by lhe 
visible sun or sky, in indirect glare discomfort results from the Image of 
the sun or sky reflected from a shiny surface in the field of view. 

The higher the luminance, and the greater the visible size of its surface, 
the greater the riSk of glare. The nearer the surfoce of high luminance to 
the d irection of view, the greater the glare problem. A higher 
background luminance (thus the reduced contrast). reduces the glare. 
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In natural lighting, glare may be caused by the sun, the sky or a sunlit 
and reflective outdoor surface visible from the interior, or by the sunlight 
entering the interior. It is difficult (and often impossible) to control the 
luminance of these surfaces. Glare has to be taken into account as an 
undesirable effect occurring with some probability, the main features of 
which are the following: 
• the degree of glare keeps changing during the year in all cases, 
• not even the most disadvantageous form of daylighting causes 

glare all the time, 
• there are forms of daylighting that provide glareless illumination. 

The probability of glare from the sun, the sky and external obstructions 
mainly depends on where the opening is in the field of view, ie on the 
lighting system. Generally the better the visual connection between the 
exterior and the interior, the greater the risk of direct glare. 

In side lighting, the exterior seen through the window is near the middle 
of the field of view, and this is why the probability and degree of 
expected glare is high. Of course, the risk of glare In these cases also 
depends on the orientation of the opening. 

In top lighting, the visible part of the sky is above the normal field of 
view, so the probability and degree of direct glare Is low. 

Indirect glare caused by the penetration of beam sunlight into the 
interior depends less on the daylighting system. 

5.6 Direction of light and the effect of shadows 

At a given point in the space, the different illuminances of surfaces 
facing different directions result in shadows. Shadows help us recognise 
the spatial arrangement of objects and the three-dimensional quality of 
surfaces. Shadowless ('washed out') lighting and lighting with very hard 
shadows are equally undesirable. 

Hard shadows are especially uncomfortable if they reduce the visibility 
of surfaces that should be seen. The shadow effect may be 
characterised with the help of the ratio of vertical and horizontal 
illuminance (or the vector I scalar ratio; see note on p.48). 

The shadow effect of natural lighting primarily depends on the lighting 
system, and secondarily on reflection from interior surfaces. In side 
lighting, the shadow effect is necessarily great. as lighting is highly 
directional. This is practically Impossible to change, therefore the 
problem of shadows can only be solved by admitting light from several 
directions. 

In top lighting and combined lighting, the shadow effect may be 
adequately influenced by choosing the location of the openings. 

5. 7 Colour appearance 

Good colour appearance is a result of harmony between illuminance 
and the quality of light characterised by the colour temperature and 
colour composition of the light. The illumination of the environment is 
found pleasant, if low values of illuminance are provided by 'warm' light, 
and high values of il[uminance by ·cool' light. 
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This harmony exists naturally In the exterior. since this demand originates 
from human condiNoning in the natural environment. However. 
illuminance In the interior is much lower, only one tenth to one 
hundredth of external Illuminance. Consequently, this harmony does not 
exist automatically In the lntertor. 

The smaller the overage daylight foetor of the interior, the higher the 
probability of unpleasant colour appearance at least In port of the 
year. Taking into account the most probable values of the colour 
temperature ot natural light. natural illumination is expected to meet this 
demand for the best port of the year. 

5.8 Colour rendering 

Human vision developed under natural light, so the •natural colours' of 
surfaces and materials ore those seen under natural light. The co/our 
rendering of doyllghtlng In the interior Is excellent. unless the colour of 
glozing or coloured surfaces of the Interior distort the quality of light. 

6 DA YLIGHTING DESIGN 

Designing natural lighting for the interior means designing the interior 
architecturally in a way that it meets illumination requirements. These 
requirements ore concerned with: 
• overage illuminance and uniformity, 
• the degree of acceptable glare. 
• shadows and the direction of light. 
• colour appearance and 
• colour rendering. 

Of these. the requirement of illuminance needs quantitative designing. 
the others con be met usually by qualitative treatment, by the suitable 
formation of certain details of the Interior. 

6.1 Designing Illuminance 

Most countries hove standards or codes of practice for the values of 
required overage Illuminance (En)ond for uniformity of ortlflclollighting in 
space (ljl) for different activities and areas. It Is advisable to deSign the 
natural illuminance of the interior on the basis of these standard values. 
Thus. doy1ighting is designed on the basis of the required average 
illuminance En and uniformity ljl. 

As the Illuminance of the interior changes continuously 
• if En is smaller than the greatest overage illuminance during the year, 

the natural illuminance of the interior con be said to be suitable for 
part of the year. when external conditions exceed a given value. 

• if En exceeds the greatest average illuminance during the year, the 
natural illuminance of the interior does not meet requirements oil the 
year round. 

It depends on the architectural form of the interior and on the (given or 
designed) exterior under what external conditions and for what length 
of time of the year there will be adequate amounts of natural light, or 
Indeed If such external conditions are to be expected ot oil. 
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In designing natural lighting. it should be decided : 
• under what external conditions or 
• for what length of time during the working hours of the year daylight 

illuminance will suffice. 
The external conditions and length of lime In the year are 
Interconnected as shown by the daylight availability curve (eg Flg.5.12). 

When defining external conditions. the condition of the sky and the 
illuminance (Ee) Should be determined. This value of E8 and condition of 
the sky is referred to as the design sky. 

In !he course of the above II must be decided which of the three. 
precisely definable conditions of sky (overcast, foggy or clear) is most 
lypical at the given geographical location. 

The design sky is generally described In terms of the design external 
illuminance (E8 o). which can be defined by the percentage of days of 
the year when the illuminance requirements are to be met by natural 
lighting. 11 Is often suggested to choose a value of E80 which makes it 
possible to satisfy Illuminance requirements by natural lighting in some 
90% of the days (of working hours) of the year. 

Greater values of E80 result in smaller openings and vice verso. 

The illuminance and sky condition for design vary for different countries 
or regions and the value of E80 Is usually established by local standards. 
If the number of sunshine hours is less than 2500 h/year, the preferred 
strategy is: 

• the design sky condition is taken as overcast sky and 
• the value of E80 is between 5 000 and 10 000 lx. 

Effective design is based on the required daylight factor DFR. which may 

be determined by the values of ER and E80 as follows 

ER 
DFR=-•100 (%) 

E,D 
Natural lighting for a required Illuminance is designed on the basis of the 
daylight factor. 

The task of designing in practice is the following: 

Given is an interior space with known geometry and dimensions. the 
moterlol and colour of its surfaces hove been chosen, and the external 
environment is known. 

The function of lhe room is known. 

Taking Into account the architectural concept and procllcol 
possibilities, the architect mokes decisions on 
• the lighting system: whether to use side-, top- or combined lighting. 
• the form ond type of lights (openings). 

This Is followed by the actual process of designing. In the course of this, 
the moln parameters. the number and the orrongement of the chosen 
type of light must be decided. 
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Designing lor doylighting is indirect os its aim Is to achieve the DFR, the 
required daylight foetor. The task is to design on Interior with os many 
and such lights (openings), that the desired daylight foetor be achieved 
with the given external environment and conditions. If the daylight 
foetor ol the interior is DFR, the illuminance Is equal to or greater than ER 
when external illuminance is equal to or greater than E80. 

The design of doytightlng is different In side or top lighting. 

In side lighting, the requirements of achieving o certain overage 
illuminance and uniformity usually cannot be met. Illumination 
necessarily locks uniformity and it is rapidly reducing with distance from 
the window. Therefore, the requirement is set for o certain point, 'M' of 
the working plane, and Its value must be exceeded between that point 
and the window (the assumption is that the rear ol the room beyond 'M' 
con be used lor visually less exacting tasks or storage). 

womng plane 

.· 
{0,5 _ ... 

' 

Fig.6.1 Required daylight factor with side lighting. 

If the required average illuminance tor a given activity is ER. and the 
allowable uniformity ratio is lfl· then the minimum acceptable 
illuminance is '!'•Ell' so the required daylight foetor at point 'M! Is 

E 
DFR(...,) = 'P•- R •100 (%) 

E,D 
In top- or combined lighting, the requirements ol overage iliuminance 
and uniformity can both be met therefore in these systems. design is 
based on the average value of the daylight foetor according to the 
following equation: 

ER DFR = - • 100 (%) 
E.o 

Daytighting for illuminance may be designed by 
• graphic methods, 
• mothemoticol calculations and 
• physical modelling. 
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OF 

.,..-·-. - ,- - - ---.::::: .- . 

Fig. 6.2 Required daylight factor at top lighting. 

wotking plane 

Relerence back to Flg.2.14 shows that o point of the work plane con 
receive light from the sky {and sun) throe ways; 
o) directly, from the portion of sky VISible from that point 
b) reflected by the surface of on external object 
c) by light which enters through tho window, but reaches the point 

considered only otter one or more Internal reflections. 

The Illuminance of the point {E1) Is tho sum of these three components 
and the daylight roctor {as defined on p.35) Is the sum or three 
corresponding components: 

OF = SC + ERC + IRC 

where SC = sky component 
ERC e externally rellected component 
IRC = Internally reflected component. 

There ore numerous methods ovolloblo for the determination of each or 
all these components. These graphic or mathematical methods vary 
greatly in their re11abi~ty and accuracy. Many of them neglect 
important factors and make cof\Sidoroble and debatable 
simpUflcahons. Most of them {graphic methods) provide the result for o 
gJVen {or assumed) opening, sa the design w1D have to be a series of 
trial-and-error steps. All methOds calculate the Bghllng at one given 
point of the work plane {or reference plane). If one Is Interested in the 
dislnbutlon of daylight, the calculation must be repeated for a Iorge 
number of pOints. then tho daylight contours can be Interpolated. 

The better known graphic methods are 
• the Grun method 
• the Waldram method 
• the pepper-pot diagram 
• the Daniluk method 
• the BRS method. 

The better known mothomotlcol calculations oro 
• CIE nomograms 
• the total flux {or lumen) method, using tables of utitisolion factors 
• the efficiency method 
• the generative method. 
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Many widely used computer programs ore generoUy SUitable for Interiors 
of Simple geometry. More complicated lnte~ors or fenestration reQUire 
more advanced p rograms. which need longer t1me and more expertiSe. 

The natural •ghttng of lntenors con be investigated most reliably by 
model measurements in on artificial sky. Fig 6.3 shows the three generic 
types of artificial skies. Each has some advantage and each con give 
satisfactory results. The more up-to-dote ones con simulate different sky 
lumina nco d istributions by switching. Interiors of any geometry. surfaces 
of any Quality, any structure or form of opening con bo examined by 
model studios. The accuracy of this method meets all practical 
requirements. Indeed. most doylighting design methods t10ve been 
developed on tho basis of model studies in artificial skies. 

Reflector 

Ught sources at low level 
•nside of dome reflective 

Hemispherical artifical skies 

---- - ------------ -----.. ______ _ 
Apperent t.gt>t sources:~;;,;;~------

---

Rectangular (m1rror· typel artrficial sky 

Fig.6.3 

D1ffUS« 

Ught sources at h•Oh level • 
behind diffusulg inner dome 

o.tfuoer 

I 
lamps 

7 
·········~ ············'····· 

I\ 

II/ 
Light SOUIQIS abow d1ffusmg =l•ng. 
walls lined wuh m1rrors 

}I 

Main types of artificial skies: a) hemispherical, illuminated reflective surface, b) 
translucent hemisphere, transilluminated, c) rectangular mirror-type sky 

6.2 Limiting glare 

If glare Is to be avoided or restricted 1n doytlghtlng. the following 
circumstances hove to be token into account: 
• Glore would occur only 1n port of the time of use. and the degree of 

glare would change during this time. 
• Otrect glare IS caused by sunlight penetrot10n. 
• The nsk (probObWIIY) of glare is greater in Side- and combtned 

tighhng than In top ~ghtrng. 

• AlthOugh glare has to be restricted 1n most cases. thoro ore Interiors 
without such a reQuirement. 

If glare hos to be avoided, the problem may be solved In most coses 
with the help of some architectural device. usually attached to the 
opening. completing or modifying it. Most effective ore the responsive 
devices. with fea tures changed outomotlcolly, either by moving 
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components or by changing their transparency. Other. common glare 
protectiOn deviCes con roeet the above requirements adequately only 
port ot the time. Non-responsive devices unnecesso~ly reduce the 
ilumlnotlon of the Interior. 11 is very important to romember that pertect 
solar shading deVices do not necessanly provide per1ect protection 
from glare. 

The risk of glare can be reduced or even avoided by architectural 
means. which ore aimed at reducing sharp contrasts of luminance 
within the visual field or contrast grading. Some typical examples ore: 
• ovoid dark coloured window frames or glozing bars which may be 

seen against a bright outdoor view 
• ovoid dark colours for sur1aces surrounding a window 
• for o window In a thick wall the reveals shOuld bo tapered (or 

rounded) to provide contrast grading 
• avoid a visual task being placed agornst a bright background 
• suntrt surfaces of shading devices should not be directly VISible. or if 

they ore. they should not be of a l ght (reflective) cOlour 

6.3 DfrecHon of light and the effect or shadows 

tn natural light1ng. shadows and the direction of Ught depend 
predominantly on the lighting system. In side lighting. Illumination Is 
highly diroctlonot'. This undesirable effect moy only be reduced to some 
extent by Increasing the reflectance of walls. In cases where there ore 
exacting requirements regarding shadows. slde lighting Is not the lighting 
system of choice. In top and combined lighting. demands concerning 
Shadows and the direction of light con be easily met by a suitable 
orrongomont, number and slze of openings. 

6.4 Colour appearance 

Good colour appearance may require changing tho quowty of natural 
lght from t1me to tme. This IS proclicatJy mpOSSJble. therefore the 
demand of colour appearance has to be regarded as one whrch is 
automatically met most of the time of use. but cannot be ensured at au 
limes. Natural Gghtrng may not be adequate from the point of 111ew of 
colour matching at some of the lime. 

The use of transparent surfaces which change tho quality of natural light 
(eg tinted glosses) may Increase the number of cases and the length of 
time when colour appearance is unsatisfactory. 

6.5 Good colour rendering 

The colour rendering of natural lighting Is oxcoRont. This Is true also for 
doyNghtlng the Interior. it the surfaces of tho Interior ore only Slightly 
cOloured or not at all. tn the interest of colour rendenng. 11 is adVisable to 
restnclthO ratio of b rightly coloured surtoces in the interior. 

' A moasu'l ol drocbonahty IS llle ..-(VIS) rabc> Sailor ....,._. (E..) IS llle mean sphencal 
ll.mrnance. It 1 meawe {r1 Me) ol ight arrimg at a poonl ., spoca tern II c1r..- The illmnance 
vecUir has both tllll9'11Udo and a dredlon The former IS llle mamum alfetera rn 111\mnanee between 
lYoo ciwnetrcally opposed poonts ola smal sphere. It IS denoted ~ If llle VIS rabo (liE-/ E..) is 0. 
we have a ~rely dift!Jse, arnnid'rrecllonall9lllleld. VIS = 4 means rnonodirocbonall9ll 
In pract>ce values between 0 2 and 3.5 are encountered for lool<ing at a h1m0n race values between 1.1 
and 1.5 •• preferTed. v.ilh a voclof altitude or 15•. 40•. A problem v.ilh side lighting Is lllel at lhe baclt of a 
rocm lhe voel« Is almost horizontal (Frg.6.4) 
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7 DESIGN METHODS 

The two recommended methods will be described first, as the only ones 
which con be used without the assumption or a solullon. The generative 
method will determine the necessary window size for a required daylight 
foetor, whilst the efficiency method does the some for toplights. 

7.1 The generaHve method 

The following method was developed by the author on the basis or 
artificial sky measurements at the Technical University of Budapest. The 
method is suitable tor calculation of the window area required (SwRl with 
the following limitations 
• the dimenSions of the room ore within the following values: 
• width 2.5-15 m, 
• depth 2.5-12 m, 
• height 2.5- 5 m; 
• It there Is on obstruction in front or the window, II con be described 

approximately by horizontal and vertical lines; 
• the structure of the window to be built In is known; 
• the pollution (degree of dirtiness) of the environment Is known. 

Starting data: (refer to Figure 7 .1.) 
1. geometrical data or the room, (width. depth and height) 
2. overage reflectance or the ceiling, 
3. overage reflectance of walls of the room, which hove no window, 
4. vertical and horizontal angles subtended by the obstruction, 
5. overage retlectonce of the obstruction, 
6. type and glozing of the window to be used and Its location, 
7. the environment of the building. 
B. the required daylight foetor or illuminance 

fower window 

middle window 

pggq-=i", 
upper window 

Fig.7.1 Symbols used by the method 

The method step by step: 

The fundamental equation of the calculation is' 
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1) 

2) 

DFR(ml nj Is the required daylight foetor 
ts value Is pbto1ned either from a standard or code. or 
from the required (standard) !luminance for the oct1vity 
In the room. using the followmg equolron: 
DFn(rm) ='I' • !En/Eeol • 100 [%) (refer to p .45) 

k•ls a correction foetor for internal reflectonces (from Fig .7.2) 

1,0 

0,9 

0.8 
0,7 
0,6 

0,5 
0,4 
0,3 

0.2 
0,1 

0 

kp 

l>o :g=z 
/ v 5% 

A /.. 
.....: ~ "" . . . -~ ;;, ~ " 

~ v : 
~ ~ • i 

; 
Pw . 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 % 

Fig.7.2 values of kp·where p. and p.. are reflectances (resultant lines with arrows and dots in the 
of ceiling and walls (other than the wall that contains table below refer to wor1\ed example, p.58) 
the window) respectively 

3) k,ls a correction foetor for the window's structure. Its value con 
bo calculated from the following equollon 
k, =to • 't,• 'td 
le the product of glozing. frame and dirt coefficients, the 
values of which may be token from following table: 

Glazmg 

flat glass. single pane 
flat glass. double pane 
textured, diffusing reinforced glass 
glass blocks mounted in concrete 

Frame 

metal frame, single 
metal frame, double 
wooden frame, single 
wooden frame, double 
composite window {Teschauer) 
reinforced concrete window 
glass-<:oncrete opening 

Effect of Dirt I Cleaning 

0.9 
0.8 • 
0.8 
0.6 

0.8 
0.65 • 
0.75 
0.5 
0.8 
0.6 
0.6 

non-urban, suburban/regular cleaning 0.9 
non-urban, suburban/occasional clean'g 0.7 
residenlial area/regular cleaning 0.8 
residential area/occasional cleaning 0.6 • 
industrial area/regular cleaning 0.7 
Industrial area/occasional cleaning 0.5 
it clean state 1 

so 
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4) 

1,0 

0,9 
0,8 

0,7 

0.6 

0,5 

0,4 

0,3 

0,2 

0,1 

0 

c - I 

i 
I 
I 

I 

: 
l 

! 
~ 

is o correction foetor tor the obstruction. 
Its value con be cotculoted from the following equation 
k0 = 1 - c(k. (k,1- k,Jl 
c obtained from Fig.? .3 (based on p0 - see also Fig. 7.1) 
k, obtained from Flg.7.4 (based on sand h- see Fig. 7.1.) 
k,1 and k,-0 from Fig. 7.5 (based on rand o; see Fig. 7.1.) 

.......... 
f"'-.... 

" " ~ 
"\ 

p.,_ 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 °/o 

Fig.7.3 Values of c 

5) The left side of the main equation con be calculated based on 
determined values of DFR(mln)· kr' kt and k0 . 

6) The right-hand side of the main equation: DF 0 .k0 (on initial value 
for DF and correction term for window position) os o function of 
relative window area (A) con be determined as follows: 
On the basis of the height of the room {h), o group of diagrams 
has to be chosen from Fig. 7 .6.1... 7 .6.5 
The appropriate ones ore: 

If 2.5 =< h < 3 m Fig. 7.6.1 
if 3 =< h < 3.5 m Fig. 7.6.2 
if 3.5 =< h < 4 m Fig. 7.6.3 
if 4 =< h < 4.5 m Fig. 7.6.4 
If 4.5 =< h < 5 m Fig. 7.6.5 

The aim is to plot the curve that shows how the DF depends on 
the area of window in a room of given dimensions and the · 
location of the window lethe DF 0 .k0 = f(A) function. 

These values of pairs of 
01o1 - ko1 
Dfo2- ka2 
Dfo3- ka3 
Dfo4- ka4 

con be determined from the selected Figure. (7.6.1. .. 7.6.5) 
according to the diagram given In Fig. 7.6 (the top part of each 
graph gives the DF

0 
and the lower part !he k0 foetor). 
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Values of 1<. if 2.5 =< h < 3 m Values of 1<. if 3 =< h < 3.5 m 

Values of 1<. if 3.5 =< h < 4 m Values of 1<. if 4 =< h < 4.5 m 

1,0+-----:!"7-9..,.......,..-.....,.__,~~--.,.--~,.....-

0,9t----""'1'"1 J.'-J.~,_~--;.----:r---?'---

0,8 ~--+.'~~~-+-----;.~__,~--r---
0,7l---!i'.~H~~;d--,~----:r--~----: 

0,6l----'~hl-7~r--7'--~'------"'7~ 

o,s ._ _ ___..:++-.r-7'---rft':t.-7'--~-----:-r-

o,.-~--4Y--yL.:__~~ibo"~-~~'----

o.3l----'~.,L-""""7'c._"'7"c,__~~<l!::..----"::;;ii'..-
0,2l--~~,..£..~£._-::;;oo~:__-x1'f-.:::;;;;ooo...,::;:.--

o.~t~~~~::;=:~~~~~~==;:~~~ 
2 34 56 7 8 9 

Values of 1<. if 4.5 =< h < 5 m 

Fig.7.4 The values of k. for different room heights. 
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ky 
1.0 t--_:..,:p=--- =~=~~~~~.,.,...--= 
0,91---..:..._-..;J 

0,1 
0.6 
0,5 
o.• 
0,3 
0,2 
0,1 

b 
oL---,-~~--r-~---c~----~~ 

2 3 4 5 e 7 8 9 10 11 12m 

Values of k, If 2.5 •< a < 5 m Values of k, If 5 :< a < 7.5 m 

1,0 
0,9 
0,8 
0,7 
0,6 
0,5 
0,4 
0,3 
0,2 -- b 0,1 

2 3 • 5 6 7 e 9 10 11 12m 0 2 3 • 5 e 1 8 

Values of k,lf 7,5 •< a< 15m Values of k, If a>= 15 

Fig.7 5 The values of k, for different room widths (a) 

On the fallowing three pages: 

For the top port of each graph the axes ore 
vertical: daylight factor 
horizontal: room depth, b 
and the curves represent different room widths, a 

.. 

The lower port of each graph gives the k0 coefficient for the right-hand 
Side of 1ho fundamental equation. The three curves of this lower graph 
ore for throe window posWons: ·upper . rf the window head IS at or near 
cet11ng level, 'lower' 1f the window Sil is at work-plane level and middle', 
on intermod1010 positron. Note that for the largest wtndow sue there IS 
only one curve as II iS both 'upper and 1ower'. 

Four graphs of each Fig. ore for different relahve (%) wrndow areas. 

Max1mum area of window Is (h-0.85)•o, -as the height of the working 
plane IS generally 0.85 m -.the maximum relotrve area Is Ar. 
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DFo 
Relative area or the window; At 

DFo 

8ot 
eo2 

Relative area of the window: A 2 

a=15.0 
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Fig.7.6 Detennination of DF0 1 & ke1 to DF04 & ka4 or 
how to read Figs.7.6.1 to 7.6.5 • 
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7) With the above polls of values the OF 0.k0 • f(A) curve con be 
drown as follows. 

DFo1·ka1 

DFo2·ko2 

DFo3·ko3 
DF04'ko4 

o~·ka 

- ·- -· ___ - ·?) OF0·k0 =f(A) 
,/ . 

- -·-·-,..:..~ I 

~_;.~· l f 
I 1 ! 
t i I 

10 1 

A4=20 

A% 

100 

Fig.7.7 Construdoon of the OFo-k. = f(A) curve. 

8) ThO lost step iS the determination of required area of the window 
for the given room. 
On the basiS of the calculated value of the left side of the main 
equation 

DP~'-> 
k p•k,•k. 

and the OF 0.k0 = f(A) curve. 

Fig.7.8 Determination of relative area of window A..ft. 

A,% 

Tho points of tntersoctlon give the required retotlvo window Slle 
A.,R In'· 

9) fonoly the required area of window IS the product of the wall 
area and the relotove wondow area: 

A"" •h•a s - -
""' 100 
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EXAMPLE 
The following example illustrotos tho use of thO method. 
Starting data: 

l.aa1 4m, b=6m. ha4,1 m 
2.rw~ss% 
3. rc =65% 
4 . & = 24', r1 c 25', y0•0" (obstruction angles, Fig.7.1) 
5.p0 = 15% 
6. structure of window: metal frame, double flat gloss. upper; 
7. enVIronment: rosldenltal areo/occa!lonat cleaning; 
8. OFR(~J a 1 %, 

Colculollon: 
1) 0Fn~1% 2) 

3) 

4) 

'g :0.8 ., • 0.65 
k, =0.8•0.65•0.6 • 0.31 

C= 0.92 
k. = 0.58 
kyl= 0.6 

(see Fig .7.3) 
(see Fig.7.4) 
(see Fig. 7 .5) 

k0 = 1- 0.92•[0.58•(0.6-0)) = 0.68 

(see Fig. 7.2) 

(see p.52) 

5) DFn(mlnJ I k,• k• ,• k0 • 1 I (0.58•0.31• 0.68) = 8.2% 

6) DF01 ,k01 •• 11.9•1 • 11.9% 
OF 02•k02 •• 9 • 1.1 • 9.9% 
DF03•k03,. 6 • 1.1• 6.6% 
DF04•k04 •2.8• 1.2 • 3.4% 

7- 8) OF,•k, 

IU 

A1•79% 
A2=59% 
A3=40% 
A4a20% 

10~~g~g--------------~~ 

5 

DF~=_!2. -· -· 

20 ~ I sa 
A...= 'a 

9) The required area of window Is: 

79A% 

(see Fig. 7.6.4) 

swR =(A wR•h,a)/100 •(49 . 4.1 • 14)/1 ~); 28.1 m2 

7.2 The efficiency method 

The following method Is suitable to determine the required orea of a 
topllght If It enjoys the effect of the whole sky (le It 'sees' the whole sky). 
So. of the topllght types discussed oorller. 11 con be used for the 
horizontal-, pitched-, dome and pyramid types. 
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Starting data: (refer to Fig. 7.9.) 

1. dimensional data of the room (width a. depth band height h) 
2. height of work-plane above the floor r 
3. overage reflectance of the room's ceiling Pc· walls Pw and floor Pr 
4. type and glozing of the toplight 
5. internal dimensions (p. q, m) and reflectance of toplight (Fig.7.10) 
6. pollution (dirtiness)of the building's environment 
7. the required daylight foetor DFR or illuminance ER 

Pc 

Pw working plane 

/' 
/ 

I 
I .J--------·-

Pt 
a 

h 

b 

Fig.7.9 Symbols used for the room. 

The method step by step: 

The fundamental equation to calculate the required area of a toplight is 

1) 

Fig.7.10 

S _ DFR • a•b 
TR J00 'I" *'I" *'l"d •k • ., g I W 'I 

(m") 

is the required daylight foetor 

fls value is obtained either from a standard or code or 
from the required (standard) illuminance for the activity In 
the room using the following equation 

I 
piq 

[%) 

Symbols used for a toplight 
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2) 'g is the transmittance of the transparent port of the toptlght 

Type at glozing 'g 

flat gloss, single toyer 0.9 
flat gloss. douore Ioyer 0.8 
w1red gloss, single royer 0.77 
wired gloss.douOie toyer 0.63 
piastre 0.8 

3) 's is the coefficient of oostructtan by the structure 

Structure 's 

self supporting without structure 1 
metal structure 0.9 
wooden structure 0.8 
reinforced concrete structure 0.8 

4) '<I Is the coefficient of reduction by dirt 

Effect of Dirt I Cleaning I <I 

non-urban or suburban/regular cleaning 0.8 
non-urban or suburbon/occoslonol c lean 0.55 
residential area/regular cleaning 0.7 
rosldantlol oreo/occoslonot cleaning 0.4 
Industrial orca/regular cleaning 0.55 
Industrial oroo/occoslonol cleaning 0.25 
In clean stole 1 

5) kw Is the well efficiency, Its value con be determined from 
the weirs (geomotrlcol) Index (I) and the retlectonce ot 
Its Internal surfaces (ptw> 

Fig.7.1 1 

weU index: ;.m•(p+q) 
2• p• q 

kw can be found from the follawrng graph: 

kw 
' OJI ... 

•• ... 1~ ... ... .... ... .... 
u 

••• 

••• 

1--

-~ 
"' ~ 

-1- - 1-

--,-j-
-

~ t'--
~ 

r- 1--

' "' !'--~ 
I 

~"' ~ i'-... .., ... 
"-.... 

""" o o,a o.• o.• o.e 1 t.z ,,.. 1,1 1,1 2 

Efficiency of the well: I<, 
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6) 'l IS the room efficiency. whiCh con bo obtained from the 
to41ow•ng table on the baSIS of the room Index Rl. the 
overage reflectance of ceiling Pc· wo41s Pw and floor 
Pf.The room index (RI) con be calculated from the main 
room d1mens.ons 

a•b 
JU - --=--=---:-

(a+ b)•(h- r) 

Pf 0.3 0.1 

Pc 0.8 0.5 0.8 0 .5 0.3 

Pw 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 

Rl 
0.6 0.63 0.39 0.33 0.39 0.33 0.34 0.37 0.33 0.32 
0.8 0.76 0.53 0.45 0.51 0.45 0.45 0.50 0.45 0.44 
1 0.88 0.62 0.54 0.60 0.54 0.53 0.58 0.53 0.50 

1 25 0.95 0.71 0.63 0.68 0.62 0.62 0.66 0.60 0.60 
1.5 1.02 0.78 0.70 0.76 0.69 0.66 0.72 0.66 0.66 
2 1.1 0.89 0.81 0.85 0.78 o.n 0.80 o.n 0.74 

2.5 1.14 0.96 0.66 0.91 0.85 0.83 0.85 0.82 0.80 
3 1.17 1.01 0.94 0.95 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.66 0.84 
4 1.21 1.07 1.01 1.00 0.95 0.92 0.93 0.90 0.89 
5 1.23 1.1 2 1.06 1.03 0.98 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.92 

6) These values substituted into the main equation give the required 
area of to plight. 

EX AMPLE 
The following example illustrates the use of the method. 

Stort1ng data. 
l. Qa16m b=8m 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

r • 0.85 m, 
P., "' 50'1. Pc = 80% Pr = 30'1. 
type of topUght: self support1ng domo w1th plastic 
glozing, 
p • 1.2 m q = 1.2 m m • 0.6 m Prw•"' 80%; 
Environment: non-urban, with regular cleaning 
En= 200 lx let the 'design sky' be: EAo" 5000 lx 

1) DFA •(200/5000)•1 00 "'4 %; 
2) tg • 0.8 
3) 's • 1 
4) 'd: 0.8 
5) I • 0.6• (1.2+ 1.2) /2•1.2•1.2= 0.5 

OS Pt'!l • 80% 
kw •U.77 

6) I'll= (16•8) /(16+8)• (6.2-0.85) = 1 
OS Pw : 50'X. Pc =80% Pr :30%; 
'l a 0.62 

7) Sm,. [(41100)•(16•8)) 1 (0.8•1•0.8•0.77•0.62) • 16.7 m• 

as tho area at one unit of topllght Is 1.2.1 .2 " 1 .44 m•, the required 
number of lopllghts Is 16.7 /1.44 "'12 
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7.3 Mathematical methods 

-
The above two, as well as other mathematical methods do not separate 
out the three components of the daylight factor. These all rely on 
equations, graphs and diagrams and data tables. Most would produce 
the necessary aperture area for the required daylight factor as a 
function of an assumed arrangement and structure of openings and 
data relating to both the interior and the environment. 

7.3.1 Total flux (lumen-) method 

This method gained wide popularity in the USA, but elsewhere only its 
toplighting version gained some acceptance. First the illuminance of the 
window plane must be established. Multiplied by the window area and 
transmittance this gives the total luminous flux entering the room. 
Extensive tables will then give values of the coefficient of utilisation (CU) 
tor the illuminance at three 'station points' (SP) along trhe window 
centreline: max, mid and min, as a function of room dimensions and wall 
reflectances. 

7 .3.2 CIE nomograms 

Sets of these nomograms are available for different types of toplights, 
such as sawtooths and monitors. The sky is optional but no obstructions 
can be allowed for. The work-plane level Is given. The nomograms will 
give the toplight area as a function of ratios of internal dimensions and 
the required average illuminance. Only the main features of toplights are 
taken into account. 

7.4 Graphic methods 

In this section the Grun method, the Waldram diagram, the 'pepper-pot' 
diagram and the Daniluk method will be described briefly and the BRS 
method will be given a more detailed introduction. 

7 .4.1 The Grun method 

This method can determine the sky component only. It is similar to the 
British sky factor method (the predecessor of the BRS method) except 
that this uses a geometrical construction instead of a protractor for the 
initial sky component. It still relies on a protractor for the correction 
factor. The opening must be rectangular, but the reference plane is 
optional. The results are valid for an unglazed aperture, otherwise they 
should be multiplied by the transmittance of the glazing. 

Using a section of the room considered, a semicircle of a radius of 50 
units (eg 50 mm) is drawn from the P point considered, to represent the 
sky (Fig. 7 .13). Limiting lines are drawn from P to the sky through the 
corner point of the window head and of the sill. (The average altitude 
angle of these two lines must also be found.) Intersections with the 
semicircle are projected vertically down to the base line. The horizontal 
distance along the base line between the two intersection points in mm 
(or the units used tor the radius) gives the value of the initia l sky 
component (SC0 ). This would be valid for an infinitely long window. For 
windows of finite length two correction factors (c ', c")must be found 
from the plan of the room, using the protractor provided (Fig. 7 .1 2). 
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The fundamental equohon IS lsc,. -SC.,.•(c'+c")l 

EXAMPLES 
The method Is ~lustroled by some examples: 

1) Fig 7.12 shows a room in plan and section. with a window (C) 
and a topllght (0). The geometrtcol construction shown In Fig.7.13 
produces the following Initial values: 

SCoc ~ 6.2 
SC00 ~ 7.5 

The dotted line on plan shows the extent of the topllght. Note how the 
centreline at this is projected Clown onto the work plane onClthe pion. 

From the plan the angles ac, lie· a0 and llo ore transferred to the 
protractor {In practice a transparent copy of the protractor con be used 
as on overlay). Semicircles for the 190 and 64° overogo altitude angles 
ore drown rn (or at least wuolisecl) by interpolohon. Where the lmillng 
fines Intersect this semicircle, the results ore read along the ·c· curves: 

c'c "0.15 
c•0 a0.11 

c"c "0.15 
c"0 ~ 0.11 

Thus the sky components ore 

SCc ~ 6.2 • (0.15+0.15) = 
SC0 " 7.5 • (0. 11 +0. 11) ~ 

/ 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

/. 
/ 

0 ·+-1 ---1---i~ 

I 
I 
I 
\ 

\ 
\ 

' ' 

1.86% 
1.65% 

Fig.7.12 An example room and the correction factor protractor 

AlthOugh lho toplightls only 113 of the area of the window. II provides 
almost as much lighting as the side window. 
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l K ' ~CoPO = 7.5 

100 

Fig.7.13 Construction for the initial sky component values 

In side-lighting the daylight foetor ot the bock wall moy be 2-4 limes 
larger than this sky component. In toplighling, the total daylight foetor 
generally Is not larger than 1.5 limes of the sky component. 

This method con be used very easily for comparative evaluation of 
different apertures. Two examples will illustrate this: 

2) Question: What Is the difference in doytighling at point P If the 
window (of the some size) is located with its sill at work-plane level (A) or 
Its head near the ceiling (B) ?(The correction factors for width need not 
be considered, as the window size is the some ond the difference in 
altitude angles Is not very large) 

SCoPB = 8.5 

SCoPA = 4 
100 

The sectional construction shows !hot the Initial sky components are: 
tor A: 4% and for B: 8.5%, thus the alternative B provides more than twice 
as much tight to point P as alternative A. 
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/ 
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~ Dfc•1t+11=22 
~ ., { 

• 

3) Question: Whot is the contribution of the two identicoltoplights to 
the five points indicated ocross the cross-section ot o factory? Whot is 
the pattern of illuminonce distribution on the work plone? 

As the section is symmetrical, only three pointsJleed to be considered: A. 
B ond c. ond as the question relates to the poltern (ond not absolute 
quantities) the correction factors need not be considered. 
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7.4.2 Waldram diagram 

This Is lhe besl known exo'mple of lhe family of 'equal area diagrams'. It iS 
a cylindrical projection of holt the sky hemisphere, where the horizontal 
(azimuth) scale Is linear, but tho vertical scale Is proportionate to 
1- cos(2•0) 
as shown In Fig. 7. 14 

If the diagram Is (soy) 25 em • 20 em = 500 cm2, lhen each cm2 r'f"'::=::=::: 
reprosenls 0.1% of daylight foclor sky component (the whole sky Is 100%. 
the half sky 'seen' by a vertical window Is 50%). 

The window area must be drown on this diagram, as Indicated by 
Flg.7 .15. The vertical sides ore vertical, but the horizontal edges must be 
drown along the 'droop-lines', shown In Fig. 7 .16. The area of window in 

--"'f---
-<Sf---

cm2 would thus give the sky component (SC). Flg.7.16 Is shown for -30f--
ovorcost sky, but similar diagrams ore available for clear sky, both for Ll~~~~;;~ ~;;;;;; 
ungolzod and glozed openings. -- '"t 

oo• 

"' "' 
:"" 
,..,. 

r:;: ' ~ii 

';-' 

,<f 

Fig.7.15 A window and external obstruction plotted on the Waldram diagram 

_..:..-<" -, h--.1 i 
'/ /. )', ~ I 

D i7 I f 1\ ' 

y ' 1\n 

IJI! ]... 
1'- [\ I 

r?Vv j.. !-- )'._ 

- . ---:;;.&;"d 

F;g.7.16 Waldram diagram for overcas1 sky with droop lrnes 

An obstructron con also be drown In (as In Fig.7.15) and the area of this, 
multiplied by the reflectance of thai surface, gives lho EllC. the 
externally rellected component. 
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Fig.7. t4 Altitude projection 
for the Waldram daagram 
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Fig.7.18 Division of the sky 
for the Daniluk method 
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7.4.3 'Pepper-pot' diagram 

This is based on similar principles to the above, but here each 0.1% of sky 
component is represented by a dot (Fig.7.17) If doy1ighling at a point Pis 
considered, an interior perspective view of the window must be 
constructed from that point 'P' as the view-point with o perspective 
distance (from P to the picture-plane) equal to the radius of the circle at 
the middle of the diagram (this indicates the 45" view-cone). 

A transparent copy of this diagram Is then laid over the window, and the 
number of dots within the window area ore counted. 0.1 limes this 
number is the SC, or sky component. Dots falling on the surface of on 
external obstruction also drown into the perspective con be counted 
and multiplied by the reflectance of that obstruction; this gives the ERC . 

• • 

• • 
• • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 

• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • ••• . ~.: . . . : • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• • • • •• • • • • • • •• • • ••••• • • .... : : : ~ .... • • • • • • • • • •••••• • ••••• 

Horizon 

Fig. 7.17 The 'pepper-pot' diagram, for 20 mm perspective distance 

7.4.4 The Daniluk method 

The sky hemisphere Is divided Into equal areas (rectangles or triangles) 
by longitudinal semicircles in one direction and parallel semicircles In the 
other direction (Fig.7.18). A set of polar diagrams Is then produced. 
which ore to be used to measure the area of sky (or of external 
obstructions) 'seen' through the window from the point considered. Such 
polar diagrams ore available for both uniform and overcast sky. 
The result gives the SC and ERC. 
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7.4.5 The 8 R S method 

The method was developed at the British Building Research Station (now 
called the Building Research Establishment) and gained wide 
acceptance. It iS using 10 protractors. of which one (No.2) is shown in 
Fig.7.19 below. The odd numbered ones are for uniform sky and the 
even numbers for overcast sky; both tor vertical, horizontal, 30• or 60' 
sloping glazing or tor unglazed apertures. 

Side A of the protractor Is to be used on section to get the initial sky 
component (and the average altitude angle) and side B Is used on a 
plan. to get the correction factor tor windows of finite length, as shown 
in Flg.7.20. Note that the latter gives two readings (for Nand M). If these 
two are on either side of the centreline, then the correction factor Is the 
sum of the two. If they are on the same side (ie if the point considered 
(0) iS to one side of the window) then the correction factor is the 
difference of the two readings. 

A 

9 

Uftl(l UO .08l U~l SSit 
6u!P1Jt't1qns S.MOpu!M JOJ 

SJOl:IVJ UO!l,t)J~ 

, 

~f0-48 
00-02 

~~-' sc 46i 
A~ *'lucie ""'2ir 

Ml1hod ol ~ ~ flder frOOTI ~. ANcJ ~ 20"cwde' MQ-

Fig.7.19 BRS daylight protractor No.2 
for vertical windows with overcast sky 

The externally reflected component (ERC) Is found to king the obstruction 
as if it were a part of the sky, but then multiplying the result by the 
reflectance of that surface. 

If is similar to the Grun method described In section 7 .4.1. but further 
refined and it is supplemented by a nomogram for finding the internally 
reflected component (IRC). It is thus the only generally used graphic 
method which produces all three components of the daylight factor. 
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sc:- 4.01(06 ... 23% 

Fig. 7.20 The use of the BRS 
daylight factor protractors 
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Fig.7.2l shows the IRC nomogram. Its use 1nvolves the foaow1ng steps: 

l. find tho w1ndow oreo os well os !he total room surface area 
(including floor, ceiling. woos. windows); calCulate their rolla ond 
locate lhls on scale A 

2. find the overage internal reflectance (the small table attached to 
the nomogram may be used: find the walls-to-total surface rolla. 
locate 11 In the first column; f1nd the overage value In the column 
hoodod by tho wall reflectance; interpolate botn ways If necessary 
(It Is assumed that the reflectance of the ceiling Is 70% and of the 
floor 15%) 

3. locate the overage reflectance on scale Band with a straight-edge 
from A to B find the IRC on scale C; this Is tho rosult If there is no 
external obsllucllon 

4. If there Is on obstructiOn, locate its altitude anglo (token at the 
Window centrehne) on scaleD 

5. w1th a straight-edge from D through the pervious result on C lind the 
corrected IRC on scale E. 
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• ... • ... ;; 
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., 
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~ ... • I '1: " ... 
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Fig.7.21 The IRC nomogram of the BRS 
The result Is taken as constant throughout the room 
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8 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

Doyllghtlng hod three basic problems foro long lime: 
• the undesirable inequality of Illuminance wilh side lighting 
• unwonted direct sunlight, which may cause glare 
• the fact that only rooms with on external wall or roof con hove 

doyllghting. 

Much work has been devoted to frnd1ng solutions for these problems in 
recent trmes and some new devices have been devO!oped to rmprove 
the diSirrbutlon. to improve vrsuot comfort. to utalSe direct sunl1ght and to 
provldo daylight for interior. wrndowtess rooms. 

8.1 Light shelves 

With side-lighting, ie with ordinary windows the illumination Is very Iorge 
noor lhG window and It Is rapidly reducing with distance from the 
window. In sunny climates soma form of shading device Is often used. 
which In turn reduces doy11ghtlng. light shelves provide on Ideal solutron 
for these problems. These consist of a horiZontal clement, with a 
reftective upper surface. poSIIIOned etther outside 01 rn&~de of the 
w1ndow (Fig.8.1). normany at ooout 2/3 of the w1ndow height (at a 
minimum of 2.lm from the floor). Therr purpose Is to reflect the Ugh!, 
especially Oeom sunlight, towards the cemng. whiCh In turn will diffusely 
reflect It towards the rear port of the room. They work well If the room 
height Is In the order of 3 m or more. 

So, light shelves reduce the light noor the window and Increase 1t at the 
bock of the room, thus ensure o Ootter uniformity: they con moke use of 
oaom sunNght without the riSk of glore. The externally htted fight shelf con 
otso serve as a shading device fOithe lower port of thO w1ndow 

Many varieties of light shelves exiSt. Some hove a specular top surface, 
soma ore diffusing and semi-transparent materials hove alSo Oeen used. 
Vorlous clever profiles hove ooon developed to respond to the 
changing solor attitude angle. Others ore odjustoOie, to compensate for 
the summer-winter difference In tho sun's path. 

Fig.8.2 The 'Valra' system of light shelves with seasonal adjustment 
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One major problem with such light shelves is that they may work well. 
when new, but the upward facing reflective surface rapidly deteriorates 
as dust deposit is formed on it. Maintenance and cleaning may prove to 
be diffic ult, especially with external light shelves. There were attempts to 
enclose the reflective surface in a space which can be kept clean, such 
as the 'Valra' system shown in Fig. 8.2. This employs a reflective flexible 
film, which can be adjusted as required. The illustration shows its two 
extreme positions. This works well both for lighting and as a shading 
device. 

8.2 Reflective louvres 

The principle of these is the same, except that the one large reflective 
surface is divided into numerous narrow strips. The louvre blades may be 
fixed, but because of their smaller size, it is easier to provide adjustability. 
Such adjustment may be manual, but often it is motorised and pre
progarmmed, or responsive, ie controlled by light sensors. 

While their effect is similar to that of the light shelves in terms of directing 
light to the ceiling their shading effect does not extend much below the 
lowest louvre blade. It is easier to ensure the durability of reflectiveness, 
eg by enclosing the louvres between two panes of glass. 

8.3 Prismatic glazing 

A prism redirects light by refraction. The most common prism is of a 
triangular cross-section, but prisms of trapezoidal cross-section may 
have the same effect: a beam of light Is deflected towards the thicker 
side of the prism. A prismatic glass (or transparent plastic, eg prespex or 
polycarbonate) is a grooved sheet with narrow strips of a prismatic 
cross-section. Normally one side is smooth, the other side has a pattern 
of saw-tooth section. 

A prismatic sheet can be included between the two panes of a double 
glazed window, usually in the upper part (about 1/ 3 of the height) of the 
window or indeed the prismatic sheet can form one of the double 
glazing panes (with the smooth side outwards) . Its effect will be very 
similar to that of the light shelf: the sunlight beam is redirected towards 
the ceiling. With overcast sky the effect is barely noticeable. 

In a more sophisticated version the prismatic sheet may be in a separate 
frame, which is hinged and can be adjusted, responding to the sun's 
apparent movement and may be utilised as a shading device. 

One sub-category of this is the prismatic film: with a thickness of a 
traction of a mm, but otherwise similar to the above. It is often produced 
in a self-adhesive form, so it can be easily applied to the surface of the 
Window glazing. 

8.4 Holographic systems 

These achieve the same purpose as the above. Diffraction is c reated by 
microscopic structures. Holographic optical elements can be used either 
in fixed or moveable form, with an effect very similar to that of light 
shelves. Their rainbow-effect from certain dire.ctions can be decorative 
or can be annoying (depending on the viewer's attitude). 
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8.5 Light pipe systems 

The system has three main ports: 
• the heliostot 
• o light conduit 
• on emitter in the room. 

The system is only suitable for sunny climates. as it does not respond to 
diffused light. The essence of Its operation Is that It collects and 
concentrates sunlight. conducts it to the desired point In the building 
and emits it through o dilfuser. The simplest system may serve one 
emitter. but larger, multi-point systems hove alSo been constructed. 
(Such systems ore pOSSible without concentration, but are not very 
effective.) 

The hellostot Is driven by o tracking mechanism to fallow the sun and its 
collector directs the sun's light-beam to a stationary receiver. The 
collector may be o mirror. often concave. or a tracking Fresnel lens or a 
rotating double p~sm plate system. The receiver may be another mirror 
(as in Fig.8.3) but could be a lens: the aim Is to produce o collimated 
beam of concentrated light. 

The conduit may be a metal tube with polished. 
highly reflective Internal surface oro duct with similar 
lining. Topping-ott mirrors may direct some of the 
light into sub-conduits. such os that shown in Fig.8.4. 
Optical fibres hove also been used as light conduits. 

The emitter is similar to on electric lighting luminaire. 
11 distributes the parallel light beam into the room. 
and by choice it con be direct. semi-direct, general 
diffusing, semi-indirect or fully indirect. 

The elficiency of the system is primarily dependent 
on the light conduit, Its quality and Its length. 
Concentration and collimation of the light, as well 
as the cleaning and maintenance or the light p ipe 
ore very Important. The efficiency of a good system 
can exceed 25%, measured from the sunlight 
incident on the primary collector, to the light 
emitted into the room. 

emltte 

I 

light pipe 

Fig.8.3 A simple heliostat with plane mirrors Fig.8.4 A multi-point light pipe system 
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A commercially available ('Daytracker') heliostat application is shown in 
fig.8.5. It uses one motorised plane mirror. one Fresnel lens and a 
pyramid-shaped plastic diffuser. 

A simple version of the light tube ('Sola-Tube'. Fig.8.6) is quite popular tor 
domestic use, especially tor internal bathrooms. corridors or hallways of 
houses. This has a perspex dome (of some 250 mm diameter) on the roof. 
with a polished aluminium 'adopter' inside. which may reflect some low
angle sunlight into the tube. 

Fig.8.5 'The Daytracker' heliostat system 

8.6 laser cut panels 
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Fig.8.6 'Sola-Tube' single point light pipe 

A thin sheet of clear acrylic plastic may be converted Into a light 
reflecting panel by making a series of fine laser cuts through or partly 
through the acrylic (Fig.8.7a). The deflection of light is due to both 
refraction and total Internal reflection working In the same direction 
(Fig.8.7b) and is much more powerful than what can be achieved by 
prismatic glazing or reflective louvres. The Sheets can be as thin as 3 mm 
and the fabrication by automatric laser cutting machine is suited to the 
production of small quantities of panels in almost any slze and shape. 
Panels not cut through can be exposed to the weather. Less control at 
the laser cutting Is required if the cuts are made right through the panel, 
but in this case the panel must be protected by mounting it inside 
(perhaps existing) glazing or by lamination between glass sheets. 

The simplest application Is the fixing at these panels as double glazing to 
the upper half or third of existing glazing. The V(indow then performs as a 
light shelf, directing the light to the ceiling. If the laser cuts are made at 
an angle (typically about 1 0") then the light Is directed more deeply into 
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(b) 

(a) 

Fig.8. 7 (a) A light deflecting panel produced by dividing a clear acrylic sheet 
into an array of elements by laser culting.(b) Refraction and total internal 
reflection in each element of the array 

the room. The same effect is achieved if the panels ore fitted into 
hopper type windows (bottom hinged) which moy be lilted lo optimise 
daylight penetration into the room. 

If the panels are incorporated In o conventional horizontal louvre fitting. 
an extremely effective radiant heat control and day1ighting system is 
obtained. With the 'touvres' in a fully open position the high angle 
sunlight is deflected to the exterior. whilst the louvre allows an almost 
unobstructed view to the outside as well as ventilation. This is the best 
configuration for tropical climates. In winter the louvres are closed and 
the radiation Is directed to the ceiling. providing both controlled daylight 
and radiant heat gain (Fig.8.8a and b). 

SKylights may be utilised more efficiently in sub- tropical areas by 
incorporating loser-cut panelS in the glazing of a pyramid toplight. This 
will reject the radiation around the middle of the day (high angles) end 
Improve the penetration of low engle sunlight (Fig.8.9). The resulting light 
input Is more uniform over the day and overheating near noon in 
summer is avoided. 

SUMMER 

WINTER 

(a) SUMMER 

(b) WINTER 

Fig.8.8 Laser cut panels in louvre 
configuration (the view is 
maintained in both cases) 

Fig.8.9 A pyramid of laser cut panels inside a clear pyramid skylight: 
rejects high angle light and admits it from a low angle 

The Editor is grateful to Dr ian Edm1 
for contributing this Section 8.6 
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